Section A: Demographics

Spouse is not included in this module.

SECTION A: RESPONDENT CONFIRMATION (ALL SAMPLE TYPES)

A1_CHECK CHK: CHECK SAMPLE TYPE

[SAMPLE TYPE]

1 MAIN RESPONDENT ...(A1)
2 CHILD PROXY ...(A1)
3 R1 SPOUSE ...(A1)
4 NOW ADULT MAIN CHILD ...(A1)
5 NEW CHILD PROXY ...(AA1)
6 NEW IN R2 SPOUSE ...(A1)

A1

I'd like to start out by asking you to please verify the spelling of your name. I have your family name as [The respondent's family name]. Is this correct?

1 YES ...(A2)
2 NO ...(A1A)
-1 RF ...(A2)
-2 DK ...(A2)

A1A

How do you spell your FAMILY name?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME EXACTLY AS RESPONDENT SPELLS IT. CLICK "SUBMIT AND CONTINUE" TO CONTINUE.

____________ (30 Characters) ...(A2)
-1 RF ...(A2)
-2 DK ...(A2)

A2

I have your first name spelled as [The respondent's first name]. Is this correct?

1 YES ...(A2B_CHECK)
2 NO ...(A2A)
-1 RF ...(A2B_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A2B_CHECK)

---

1 The following variables were used during the fielding: A4_WRONG_PERSON, A4_WRONG_PERSON_PID, A4_WRONG_PERSON, A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME. However, the aforementioned variables are not included in the NIS data because they captured information about non-NIS members.
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A2A

How do you spell your FIRST name?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME EXACTLY AS RESPONDENT SPELLS IT. CLICK "SUBMIT AND CONTINUE" TO CONTINUE.

____________ (30 Characters) ...(A2B CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A2B CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A2B CHECK)

A2B_CHECK CHK: INTTYPE

[SAMPLE TYPE]

1  MAIN RESPONDENT ...(A2C CHECK)
2  CHILD PROXY ...(A2C)
3  R1 SPOUSE ...(A2C)
4  NOW ADULT MAIN CHILD ...(A2C)
5  NEW CHILD PROXY ...(A2C)
6  NEW IN R2 SPOUSE ...(A2C)

A2C_CHECK CHK: NEED TO ASK GENDER?

{NEED TO ASK GENDER?}

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A2C)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)

A2C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: CODE OR ASK IF NECESSARY:
I need to ask these questions of everyone, are you male or female?

1  MALE ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)
2  FEMALE ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)
3  NEED GENDER ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)
-1  RF ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)
-2  DK ...(A3 IS DATE COMPLETE)

A3 IS_DATE_COMPLETE CHK: IS RESPONDENT DATE OF BIRTH COMPLETE?

[R1 Respondent Date of Birth: R1 A7, A8, A9] is complete?

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A3)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A3A)

A3

I have your birth date as [R1 A7, A8, A9: Respondent Date of Birth], is that correct?

1  YES ...(RESP_AGE)
2  NO ...(A3A)
-1  RF ...(RESP_AGE)
-2  DK ...(RESP_AGE)
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**A3A** (A3A_M, A3A_D, A3A_Y, month, day, year)

What is your correct birth date?

_____ (MONTH) _____ (DAY) _____ (YEAR) January 1900 to [Date of Interview] ...(RESP_AGE)

-1 RF ...(RESP_AGE)

-2 DK ...(RESP_AGE)

**RESP_AGE** CHK: CALCULATED AGE FROM BIRTHDATE AND START OF INTERVIEW

AGE FROM BIRTHDATE AND START OF INTERVIEW

- 0 < 1 YEAR OLD ... (A4)
- 18 YEARS OLD ... (A4)
- 19 YEARS OLD ... (A4)
- 20 TO 98: 20 or OLDER ... (A4)
- 99 TO 200: DECEASED ...(A4)
- 999: AGE NOT AVAILABLE ...(A4)

**A4**

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CONFIRM THAT YOU ARE INTERVIEWING THE CORRECT RESPONDENT.

- 1 CORRECT RESPONDENT-CONTINUE ...(A4_OLDSPOUSECK)
- 2 WRONG RESPONDENT-BREAK OUT ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON)

-1 RF ...(A4_OLDSPOUSECK)

-2 DK ...(A4_OLDSPOUSECK)

**A4_OLDSPouseCK** CHK: OLD SPOUSE RELATION A4

[SAMPLE TYPE]

- 1 MAIN RESPONDENT ... (A10_CHECK)
- 2 CHILD PROXY ... (A10_CHECK)
- 3 R1 SPOUSE ... (NEXT SECTION)
- 4 NOW ADULT MAIN CHILD ...(A10_CHECK)
- 6 NEW IN R2 SPOUSE ... (NEXT SECTION)

**A4_WRONG_PERSON** COMMENT (FOR QUESTIONS A4_WRONG_PERSON thru A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME): After collecting this information and reviewing it, if this was not the respondent, the case was reset to new.

{MA}{CP}{NAMC}{NEW CP} We're sorry it seems like we have made a mistake in your identity...

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE MAKE AN ENTRY IN THE CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

(GO TO A4_WRONG_PERSON_PID)
A4_WRONG_PERSON_PID

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEW CP) INTERVIEWER:

PLEASE ENTER YOUR PROJECT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR THIS CASE.

____________ (10 Characters) ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_LOCATION)

-1 RF ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_LOCATION)
-2 DK ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_LOCATION)

A4_WRONG_PERSON_LOCATION

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEW CP) INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT YOUR LOCATION.

1 Columbus Columbus  ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)
2 Columbus Manila    ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)
3 Columbus Monterrey ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)
4 Abt Associates     ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)
-1 RF ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)
-2 DK ...(A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME)

A4_WRONG_PERSON_INT_NAME

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEW CP) INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT YOUR NAME.

(Interviewer Pick List) (Exit Survey)

SECTION A: NEW PROXY FOR MAIN CHILD (NEWCP)

AA1

(NEWCP) Now I have some questions about your background. I'd like to start out by asking you to please verify the spelling of your name.

Could you please give me your full name starting with your family name?

____________ (30 Characters) ...(AA2)

-1 RF ...(AA2)
-2 DK ...(AA2)
AA2

{NEWCP} What is your given, or first name?

____________ (30 Characters) ...(AA6)
-1 RF ...(AA6)
-2 DK ...(AA6)

AA6

{NEWCP} I need to ask these questions of everyone, are you male or female?

INTERVIEWER: CODE OR ASK IF NECESSARY.

0   GENDER UNAVAILABLE … (AA7)
1   MALE … (AA7)
2   FEMALE … (AA7)
3   NEED GENDER …(AA7)
-1   RF  … (AA7)
-2   DK  … (AA7)

AA7  AA7_Y, AA7_M, AA7_D, year, month, day)

{NEWCP} In what year were you born?

___(YEAR) ___(MONTH) __(DAY) 1/1/1900 to [Date of Interview] …(AA7_CALC_AGE)

-1 RF …(AA7_CALC_AGE)
2  DK …(AA7_CALC_AGE)

AA7_CALC_AGE CHK: AGE OF RESPONDENT

{NEWCP}

AGE=DATE OF INTERVIEW MINUS DATE OF BIRTH

40 to 44 … (AA9A)

AA9A

{NEWCP} In what country were you born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(AA9C)
997   OTHER SPECIFY …(AA9AOS)
999   DECEASED …(AA9C)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY …(AA9C)
-1   RF  …(AA9C)
-2   DK  …(AA9C)
AA9AOS

{NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (30 Characters) ...(AA9C)

AA9C

{NEWCP}What is your country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(AA9E)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(AA9COS)
999 DECEASED ...(AA9E)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(AA9E)
-1 RF ...(AA9E)
-2 DK ...(AA9E)

AA9COS

{NEWCP} Other Specify___________ ...(AA9E)

AA9E

{NEWCP} What is your relationship to [Main Child’s First Name] [Main Child’s Last Name]?  

1 BIOLOGICAL PARENT ...(INTTYPE_CK)  
2 ADOPTIVE PARENT ...(INTTYPE_CK)  
3 STEP PARENT ...(INTTYPE_CK)  
4 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(AA9EOS)  
-1 RF ...(INTTYPE_CK)  
-2 DK ...(INTTYPE_CK)

AA9EOS

{NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (30 Characters) ...(INTTYPE_CK)

INTTYPE_CK CHK: INTTYPE

{NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE]

5 NEWCP ...(A10_CHECK)
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SECTION A: R1 HH CONFIRMATION AND CORRECTION (MA, CP, NAMC, NEWCP)

A10_CHECK CHK: NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[Number of R1 household members after duplicates removed after the identified duplicates were removed by the Respondent in R2]

0 ... (ACHECKA10)

1 +... (A10INTRO_PRE)

A10INTRO_PRE

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now, I'd like to review the members of your household in [Month and Year, R1]. ...(A10INTRO_X)

A10INTRO_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [When we last interviewed you in [Month and Year, R1 [specified household member] lived with you.]

[INTERVIEWER: IF CLARIFICATION IS NEEDED, USE THE FOLLOWING DATA:]
[Household member's year of birth]
[Household member's country of birth]

1  DOES NOT DENY OR CORRECT  ...(A10P_X)
2  DENIES PERSON LIVED WITH R IN ROUND 1  ...(A10P_X)
3  INCORRECT NAME, RELATIONSHIP, YEAR OF BIRTH, OR COUNTRY OF BIRTH  ...(A10D_X)
4  DENIES KNOWLEDGE OF PERSON  ...(ACHECKA10)
  -1  RF  ...(ACHECKA10)
  -2  DK  ...(ACHECKA10)

A10D_X [RANGE X=1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CORRECT ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION REGARDING THE ROUND 1 HOUSEHOLD MEMBER DATA.

FAMILY NAME (IF NECCESSARY):____________ (80 Characters) ...(A10F_X)

  -1 RF ...(A10F_X)
  -2 DK ...(A10F_X)
A10F_X [RANGE X=1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

(FIRST NAME: [Household member's first name](loop_x))
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE TYPE CORRECTED FIRST NAME.

FIRST NAME (IF NECESSARY):____________ (80 Characters) ...(A10H_X)
-1 RF ...(A10H_X)
-2 DK ...(A10H_X)

A10H_X [RANGE X = 1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

(RELATIONSHIP: [Household member’s relationship to R](loop_x))
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PICK CORRECTED RELATIONSHIP.

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] … (A10K_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) … (A10HOS_X)
-1 RF … (A10K_X)
-2 DK … (A10K_X)

A10HOS_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) …(A10K_X)

A10K_X (A10K_X_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

(YEAR OF BIRTH: [MEGA2_YDOB:YEAR OF BIRTH OF MEGA2 MEMBER](loop_x))
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER CORRECTED YEAR OF BIRTH.

________(YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] … (A10M_X)
-1 RF …(A10M_X)
-2 DK … (A10M_X)
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A10M_X  [RANGE X=1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

(COUNTRY OF BIRTH: [MEGA2_COB: COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF MEGA2 MEMBER][loop_x])

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PICK CORRECTED COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A10P_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A10MOS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A10P_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A10P_X)
-1 RF ...(A10P_X)
-2 DK ...(A10P_X)

A10MOS_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A10P_X)

A10P_X  [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Does [Household member's first name][loop_x] [Household member's last name][loop_x] currently live with you?

INTERVIEWER: IF THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBER IS DECEASED USE THE HELP TO OFFER CONDOLENCES.

1 YES ...(ACHECKA10)
2 NO ...(ACHECKA10)
99 NO, HH MEMBER DECEASED ...(A10P_CK_X)

A10P_CK_X CHK: RELATIONSHIP [RANGE X=1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_RELATION: Household Member’s Relationship to Respondent][loop_x]

[Relationship Picklist]: 1-2 ...(A10Z_SPOUSE_LPRCHK_X)
[Relationship Picklist]: 3-4 ...(A10Z_X)
ELSE GO TO ...(ACHECKA10)

A10Z_SPOUSE_LPRCHK_X CHK: RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE HAS AN LPR VISA [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 K11: Respondent has a conditional LPR]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A10Z_SPOUSE_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A10Z_X)
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A10Z_X (A10Z_X_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} I'm very sorry for your loss, can you tell me the year that your ["relationship of respondent to household member"][[loop_x]] died?

________(YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ... (ACHECKA10)

-1 RF ... (ACHECKA10)
-2 DK ... (ACHECKA10)

A10Z_SPOUSE_X (A10Z_SPOUSE_X_M, A10Z_X_Y, month, year) [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} I'm very sorry for your loss, can you tell me the month and year that your ["relationship of respondent to household member"][[loop_x]] died?

____(MONTH) ______(YEAR) 1/1900 to [Date of Interview] ... (ACHECKA10)

-1 RF ... (ACHECKA10)
-2 DK ... (ACHECKA10)

ACHECKA10 CHK: NUMBER OF R1 HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[Number of R1 Household Members After Duplicates Removed]

0 ...(A11)
1+ (At least one household member) ...(A11B)
SECTION A: R2 HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION

A11

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you currently living by yourself or with other people? By living with other people I mean that there are, in your current residence, family members, housemates or roommates, foster children, roomers, boarders, or live-in employees, or persons who are temporarily away on a business trip, on vacation, or in a general hospital.

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT INCLUDE: college students living away while attending college; people in a correctional facility, nursing home, or mental hospital on the date of the interview; Armed Forces personnel living somewhere else; or people who live or stay at another place most of the time.

DO INCLUDE: people staying here on date of interview who have no other permanent place to stay; people living here most of the time while working, even if they have another place to live; college students who stay here while attending college; persons in the Armed Forces who live here; newborn babies still in the hospital; children in boarding schools below the college level.

1   ALONE   ...(COUNTROSTER_FOR_KIDS)
2   WITH OTHER PEOPLE   ...(A11A)
-1   RF   ...(A11A)
-2   DK   ...(A11A)

A11A

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Including yourself, how many people are currently living in your household?

INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN 30 PEOPLE, ENTER THE EXACT NUMBER. HOWEVER, WE WILL ONLY ASK ABOUT UP TO 30 HH MEMBERS IN THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW.

IF R ANSWERS 1, PROBE. IF THERE ARE NO OTHER MEMBERS EXCEPT RESPONDENT, ENTER 1.

1 Household Member …(COUNTROSTER_FOR_KIDS)
More than 1 Household Member ___________ (3 digits) ...(A12_X)
-1 RF ...(COUNTROSTER_FOR_KIDS)
-2 DK ...(COUNTROSTER_FOR_KIDS)

A11B

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Is there anyone ELSE that currently lives in your household? By this I mean there are, in your current residence, family members, housemates or roommates, foster children, roomers, boarders, or live-in employees, or persons who are temporarily away on a business trip, on vacation or in a general hospital.

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT INCLUDE: college students living away while attending college; people in a correctional facility, nursing home, or mental hospital on the date of the interview; Armed Forces personnel living somewhere else; or people who live or stay at another place most of the time.

DO INCLUDE: people staying here on date of interview who have no other permanent place to stay; people living here most of the time while working, even if they have another place to live; college students who stay here while attending college; persons in the Armed Forces who live here; newborn babies still in the hospital; children in boarding schools below the college level.
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Could you please give me the full name of the [First/Next] person in your household, starting with the family name?

Interviewer: Please check below to see if that person is already listed before adding.

If you find a person of the same name, verify with the respondent that it is the same person, then click on 'new hh member already on mega roster' and set status to 'in hh'.

If the name isn't already listed on the mega roster, or there are no more hh members, hit 'submit and continue' to proceed.

Anext_HHMEM_X [Range X=1 to 10]

Interviewer: Please choose the appropriate answer from the choices below.

1 change hh member status already on mega roster ...(Countroster_for_kids)
2 add new hh member not on mega roster ...(A17_X)
3 done, no more new members ...(Countroster_for_kids)
-1 dk ...(Countroster_for_kids)
-2 rf ...(Countroster_for_kids)

A17_X [Range X=1 to 6]

Interviewer: Ask if necessary.

[I can't always tell from a name, is][Mega2 member's first name]([loop_x]), male or female?

1 male ...(Countroster_for_kids)
2 female ...(Countroster_for_kids)
3 need gender ...(Countroster_for_kids)
-1 rf ...(Countroster_for_kids)
-2 dk ...(Countroster_for_kids)

[There are no actual values for this question. Read by the interviewer, as a segueway to Anext_HHMEM_X.]
SECTION A: INITIAL CHILD INFORMATION

COUNTEROSTER FOR KIDS CHK: ROSTER FOR NUMBER OF CHILDREN

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_RELAION]: COUNT OF NUMBER OF CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHILDREN</th>
<th>CHK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 CHILDREN ... (A20_CHECK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-30 CHILDREN ... (A_CHRELYCK_X)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A_CHRELYCK_X CHK: DOES RESPONDENT HAVE CHILDREN? [RANGE X=1 to 58]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_RELAION: RESPONDENT HAS BIOLOGICAL, ADOPTIVE, OR STEPCHILDREN, OR MAIN CHILD]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A_KIDS_ALIVE_AGECHK_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X)

A_KIDS_ALIVE_AGECHK_X CHK: IS MEGA2 MEMBER A MINOR AND ALIVE?

[RANGE X=1 to 42]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF ROSTER MEMBER][(LOOP_X)] <18 or [MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF ROSTER
MEMBER][(LOOP_X)]=999) and ([MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2][(LOOP_X)]=1 (in the
household))

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (ADOBCONFIRM_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X)

ADOBCONFIRM_X (ADOBCONFIRM_X_Y, ADOBCONFIRM_X_D, ADOBCONFIRM_X_M, year, month) [RANGE X = 1
to 41]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you give me [Mega2 member's first name: Household Member's First
Name][(LOOP_X)] [Mega2 member's last name: Household Member's Last Name][(LOOP_X)]'s date of birth?

____(YEAR) ____ (MONTH) ____ (DAY) 1/1/1890 to [Date of Interview] ...(A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X)

-1 RF ...(A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X)

-2 DK ...(A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X)
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A_CHASSESSED_CORESI_X CHK: CHILD’S HOUSEHOLD STATUS [RANGE X=1 to 58]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2][loop_x])

COMMENT: IS THIS PERSON A HOUSEHOLD MEMBER? NO? JUMP TO THE END OF THE LOOP...YES CONTINUE

0 NOT A CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER …(A20_CHECK)
1 CURRENT HH MEMBER … (A18D_CHECK X)
2 PREVIOUS HOUSEHOLD MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE …(A20_CHECK)
3 DENIES LIVING WITH PERSON LAST ROUND …(A20_CHECK)
4 DENIES KNOWING R1 PERSON … (A20_CHECK)
5 INTERVIEWER ERROR. THE SYSTEM WILL DELETE THIS ENTRY. …(A20_CHECK)
11 HOUSEHOLD MEMBER under 12 …(A20_CHECK)
12 NOT A HOUSEHOLD MEMBER > 11 …(A20_CHECK)
97 CHILD NOT LIVING WITH RESPONDENT OR RELATIVE…(A20_CHECK)
99 DECEASED … (A20_CHECK)
997 OTHER …(A20_CHECK)

A18D_CHECK_X CHK: RELATION [RANGE X=1 to 58]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION OF ROSTER MEMBER TO RESPONDENT][loop_x])

COMMENT: IS THIS PERSON IN THE RELATION CRITERIA OR A MAIN CHILD? NO? JUMP TO THE END OF THE LOOP...YES CONTINUE

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A_CURR_CNTRYEXPCK_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY … (A20_CHECK)

A_CURR_CNTRYEXPCK_X: CHK: COUNTRY FOR LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

[RANGE X=1 to 41]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[CURR_CNTRYEXP: Respondent is from a country where Spanish is one of the primary languages]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A_CHILDFIRSTLANGCK_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A20_CHECK)

3 For the main respondent or for this case is the CURR_CNTRYEXP set to 1? No, got to the end of the loop....Yes continue.
A CHILDFIRSTLANGCK_X CHK: WAS CHILD'S FIRST LANGUAGE SPANISH?

[RANGE X= 1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_CHILDFIRSTLANG: Child's first language was Spanish](loop_x)

COMMENT:

1=We know this child's first language is Spanish from R1.
2=We know this child's first language was not Spanish in R1.

These values ABOVE go to the end of the loop.

-2 (R1 variable) or -1(R1 variable) or if missing (was never determined in R1 or R2) we want to ask what was the first language spoken.

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A20 CHECK)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A20 CHECK)

If answer is missing ...(A18D_X)

A18D_X [RANGE X=1 to 40] {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What was the first language [Person’s first name] learned to speak when ["he or she"] was a child?

INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN ONE, OPEN A COMMENT BOX I.

COMMENT: "THE LANGUAGE QUESTION"

[LANGUAGE PICKLIST] ...(A20 CHECK)

997 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A18DOS_X)

995 NO OTHER MENTIONED ...(A20 CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A20 CHECK)

-2 DK ...(A20 CHECK)

A18DOS_X [RANGE X= 1 to 14]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A20 CHECK)

A20 CHECK CHK: A20 INTTYPE

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE]
SECTION A: EDUCATION

A20

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Now, I have a few questions about your education. How many years of schooling in total have you completed?

INTERVIEWER: ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE

__________ 1 to [Respondent's Current Age] ...(A21)

-1 RF ...(A21)
-2 DK ...(A21)

If Answer = 0 Then ...(A28)

A21

{NAMC} {NEWCP} How many of these years in school were spent in the United States?

0 ...(A23)

__________ 1 to [Respondent's Current Age] ...(A22)

-1 RF ...(A23)
-2 DK ...(A22)

A22

{NAMC} {NEWCP} How old were you when you first attended a school in the United States?

__________ 0 to [Respondent's Current Age] ...(A23)

-1 RF ...(A23)
-2 DK ...(A23)

A23 INTRO

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now I have a few questions about your education.

[When we last spoke in Month and Year, R1, your highest degree was [respondent's highest degree] ...(A23)

A23

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} "[ Since we last spoke in Month and Year, Round 1, have you/ have you ever"] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from your schooling? Do not include degrees, diplomas or certificates from vocational or trade school.

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.
New Immigrant Survey
Section A - Demographics

1 YES ...(A24_X)
2 NO ...(A28)
-1 RF ...(A28)
-2 DK ...(A28)

A24_X [RANGE X= 1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What degree, diploma or certificate is that?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE.

____________ (80 Characters) ...(A25_X)

-1 RF ...(A25_X)
-2 DK ...(A25_X)

A25_X [RANGE X= 1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what field is that degree?

INTERVIEWER: IF NO FIELD, ENTER 995.

____________ (80 Characters) (A26_X)

-1 RF ...(A26_X)
-2 DK ...(A26_X)

A26_X [RANGE X= 1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A26B_CHECK_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A26OS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A26B_CHECK_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A26B_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A26B_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A26B_CHECK_X)

A26OS_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) …(A26B_CHECK_X)

A26B_CHECK_X CHK: MA OR CP? [RANGE X= 1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE]=MA or [SAMPLE TYPE]=CP
A26B_X (A26B_X_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} In what year did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

__________ (YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ... (A27_CHECK_X)

-1 RF ... (A27_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ... (A27_CHECK_X)

A27_CHECK_X CHK: EDUCATION -- RESPONDENT MENTIONED (AN) ADDITIONAL DEGREE(S) [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: DID R MENTION ANOTHER DEGREE, DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE?

1   YES   ...(A28)
2   NO   ...(A28)
-1   RF   ...(A28)
-2   DK   ...(A28)

A28

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you hope to obtain a [higher] degree, diploma or certificate?

1   YES   ...(A29)
2   NO   ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)
-2   DK   ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)

A29

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What is the highest degree, diploma or certificate you hope to obtain?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE.

____________ (80 Characters) ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A30_INTTYPE_CHECK)

A30_INTTYPE_CHECK CHK: INTTYPE

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE]
**New Immigrant Survey**  
Section A - Demographics

1. MAIN RESPONDENT …(A30)
2. CHILD PROXY …(A32)
3. NOW ADULT MAIN CHILD …(A30)
4. NEW CHILD PROXY …(A30)

**A30**

( {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Have you ever/since Month and Year, R1] taken a class to learn or improve your English? 

1. YES ...(A31)
2. NO ...(A32)
-1 RF ...(A32)
-2 DK ...(A32)

**A31**

( {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you currently enrolled in a class to learn or improve your English? 

1. YES ...(A32)
2. NO ...(A32)
-1 RF ...(A32)
-2 DK ...(A32)

**A32**

( {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Aside from any other schooling you have already told us about, have you] [ever] received any type of trade or vocational training? 

1. YES ...(A33)
2. NO ...(A39_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A39_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A39_CHECK)

**A33**

( {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What type of training did you receive? 

____________ (80 Characters) ...(A34)

-1 RF ...(A34)
-2 DK ...(A34)

**A34**

( {MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Have you received a degree, diploma or certificate as a result of that training? 

1. YES ...(A35_X)
2. NO ...(A38)
-1 RF ...(A38)
-2 DK ...(A38)
New Immigrant Survey
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A35_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What degree, diploma or certificate is that?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE.

DEGREE:____________ (80 Characters) ...(A36_X)

   -1 RF ...(A36_X)
   -2 DK ...(A36_X)

A36_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A37_CHECK_X)

  997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A36OS_X)
  999 DECEASED ...(A37_CHECK_X)
  995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A37_CHECK_X)

   -1 RF ...(A36B_CHECK_X)
   -2 DK ...(A36B_CHECK_X)

A36OS_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A36B_CHECK_X)

A36B_CHECK_X CHK: INTTYPE=NAMC OR CP [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[Sample type]=[NAMC] or [Sample type]=[CP]

   1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A36B_X)
   2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A37_CHECK_X)

A36B_X (A36B_X_Y, year)

{CP} {NAMC} In what year did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_________(YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A37_CHECK_X)

   -1 RF ...(A37_CHECK_X)
   -2 DK ...(A37_CHECK_X)

A37_CHECK_X CHK: DID RESPONDENT MENTION ANOTHER DEGREE, DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE? [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
A38

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you currently enrolled in a vocational training program?

1 YES ...(A39 CHECK)
2 NO ...(A39 CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A39 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A39 CHECK)

A39 CHECK CHK: NEW RESPONDENT?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A39A)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A39)

A39

{MA} {CP} [Aside from any other schooling you have already told us about since] [Month and Year, R1], have you attended or been enrolled in school somewhere?

1 YES ...(A39A)
2 NO ...(A45 CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A45 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A45 CHECK)

A39A

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Aside from any other schooling you have already told us about, are] you currently enrolled in school somewhere?

1 YES ...(A40 CHECK)
2 NO ...(A40 CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A40 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A40 CHECK)

A40 CHECK CHK: NEW RESPONDENT AND NOT ENROLLED IN SCHOOL

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP] and [A39A] does not equal 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A45 CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A40)
A40

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country is the school you "are now attending or attended"?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A42)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A40OS)
999 DECEASED ...(A42)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A42)
-1 RF ...(A42)
-2 DK ...(A42)

A40OS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A42)

A42

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What grade or year of school "are you in or did you attend"?

1 1st GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
2 2nd GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
3 3rd GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
4 4th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
5 5th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
6 6th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
7 7th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
8 8th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
9 9th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
10 10th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
11 11th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
12 12th GRADE ...(A45_CHECK)
13 1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
14 2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
15 1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
16 2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
17 3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
18 4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A45_CHECK)
19 MASTER'S PROGRAM ...(A44)
20 DOCTORAL PROGRAM ...(A44)
21 PROFESSIONAL DEGREE ...(A44)
97 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A42OS)
-1 RF ...(A45_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A45_CHECK)

A42OS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A44)
A44

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What year of this program ["were you last or are you"] in?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE FOR AN APPROPRIATE YEAR OF EDUCATION.

__________ 0 to [Respondent's Current Age] ...(A45_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A45_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A45_CHECK)

A45_CHECK

CHK: NEW RESPONDENT?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A45A)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A52_CHECK)

SECTION A: MILITARY SERVICE

A45A

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Have you ever served in any country's military?

1  YES ...(A45B)
2  NO ...(A52_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A52_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A52_CHECK)

A45B

{NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country or countries was that?

INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED MORE THAN ONE COUNTRY.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A47)

997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A45BOS)
999 DECEASED ...(A47)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A47)

-1 RF ...(A47)
-2 DK ...(A47)

A45BOS

OTHER SPECIFY______________(80 characters) ...(A47)
A47

{NAMC} {NEWCP} How many years in total were you in active service?

____________ 0 to [Respondent's Current Age] ... (A48)

-1 RF ...(A48)
-2 DK ...(A48)

A48

{NAMC} {NEWCP} What was your first year of active service?

________(YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A49)

-1 RF ...(A49)
-2 DK ...(A49)

A49

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you still in active service?

1   YES   ...(A51)
2   NO   ...(A50)
-1   RF   ...(A50)
-2   DK   ...(A50)

A50

{NAMC} {NEWCP} When was your last year of military service?

________(YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A51)

-1 RF ...(A51)
-2 DK ...(A51)

A51

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you have a disability connected with military service?

1   YES   ...(A52_CHECK)
2   NO   ...(A52_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(A52.Check)
-2   DK   ...(A52_CHECK)
SECTION A: MARITAL STATUS AND SPOUSE INFORMATION

A52 CHECK CHK: INTTYPE=NAMC OR NEWCP

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([Sample Type]=[NAMC]) or ([Sample Type]=[NEWCP])

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A52)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A52ACHECK)

A52

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you now:

INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED AND ALSO LIVING TOGETHER WITH SOMEONE ELSE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP, CODE "MARRIED" HERE.

1  Married ...(A52AA)
2  Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ...(A52AA)
3  Separated ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)
4  Divorced ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)
5  Widowed ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)
6  Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ...(A300_X)
-1  RF ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)
-2  DK ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)

A52AA

{NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: LOOK FOR PERSON ON ROSTER AND VERIFY WITH COUNTRY OF BIRTH AND DATE OF BIRTH AS POSSIBLE.

SELECT ONE.

1...(A52AB)
   ___(2 DIGITS) 2-61 ...(A53D_CHECK)
-1  RF...(A52AB)
-2  DK...(A52AB)

A52AB

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?

FIRST NAME___________ (80 Characters) ...(A52AC)

-1  RF ...(A52AC)
-2  DK ...(A52AC)
A52AC

(NAMC) (NEWCP) (Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?)

FAMILY NAME:____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53D_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A53D_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A53D_CHECK)

A52ACHECK CHK: RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS FROM ROUND 1

{MA} {CP}

[R1 A52: Marital status in R1]

1  Married   ...(A52AINTRO)
2  Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married   ... (A52T)
3  Separated   ...(A52AINTRO)
4  Divorced   ... (A53AINTRO)
5  Widowed ... (A53AINTRO)
6  Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship   ... (A53AINTRO)

A53AINTRO

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}  We need to update our records. 
["As of Month and Year, R1 they show that you were not married or living with a partner."] ...(A53B)

A53B

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}  Are you now married?

1   YES   ...(A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO)
2   NO   ...(A53C)

-1   RF   ...(A53C)
-2   DK   ...(A53C)

A53C

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}  Are you living with a partner as if married?

1   YES   ...(A53_IS_NEW_PARTNER)
2   NO   ...(A300_X)

-1   RF   ...(A300_X)
-2   DK   ...(A300_X)

A52AINTRO

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}  We need to update our records. When we last spoke, you told us you were [married or married but living separately.] ...(A52B)
New Immigrant Survey
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A52B

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Is ["spouse's full name"] still your [spouse]?

1 YES ...(A52 HAVE_GOOD_NAME_04)
2 NO ...(A52F)
-1 RF ...(A52F)
-2 DK ...(A52F)

A52_HAVE_GOOD_NAME_04 CHK: NAME FOR SPOUSE/PARTNER IS MISSING

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
["Spouse's Full Name"] = "That Spouse"

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A52FST_04)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A52D_CHECK)

A52FST_04

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me your spouse's first name and family name?

FIRST NAME:____________ (80 Characters) ...(A52FAM_04)

-1 RF ...(A52FAM_04)
-2 DK ...(A52FAM_04)

A52FAM_04

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me your spouse's first name and family name?

FAMILY NAME:____________ (80 Characters) ...(A52D CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A52D_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A52D_CHECK)

A52D_CHECK CHK: RESPONDENT AND R1 SPOUSE ARE SEPARATED

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
[R1 A52: Marital Status in R1] = 3 (separated)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A52D)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO)
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A52D

\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NAMC\} \{NEWCP\} Do you consider yourself married or separated?

1  MARRIED  ...(A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO)
3  SEPARATED  ...(A52G_CHECK)
-1  RF  ...(A52G_CHECK)
-2  DK  ...(A52G_CHECK)

A52F

\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NAMC\} \{NEWCP\} Did that marriage end in separation, divorce or were you widowed?

3  SEPARATION  ...(A52G_CHECK)
4  DIVORCE  ...(A52G_CHECK)
5  WIDOWED  ...(A52K_CHECK)
-1  RF  ...(A52M)
-2  DK  ...(A52M)

A52G_CHECK  CHK: RESPONDENT LPR VISA A52

\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NAMC\} \{NEWCP\}

[R1 K11: Respondent has a conditional LPR]

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ...(A52G)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ...(A52I)

A52G  (A52G_M, A52G_Y, month, year)

\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NAMC\} \{NEWCP\} In what month and year did this marriage end?

___(MONTH) ______(YEAR) 1/1970 to [Date of Interview] ...(A52I)
-1  RF  ...(A52I)
-2  DK  ...(A52I)

A52I

\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NAMC\} \{NEWCP\} In what country does "spouse's full name" currently live?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A52M)
218  UNITED STATES  ...(A52I1)
997  OTHER SPECIFY  ...(A52IOS)
999  DECEASED  ...(A52M)
995  NO OTHER COUNTRY  ...(A52M)
-1  RF  ...(A52M)
-2  DK  ...(A52M)
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A521OS
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A52M)

A521I
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what state?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A52M)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A521OS)
-1 RF ...(A52M)
-2 DK ...(A52M)

A521OS
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A52M)

A52K_CHECK CHK: DOES RESPONDENT HAVE LPR VISA AND SPOUSE ISN'T DECEASED?
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
[R1 K11: Respondent has a conditional LPR]=1) and  ([Spouse's Date of Death]=[R1 Value])

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A52K)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A52M)

A52K  (A52K_M, A52K_Y, month, year)
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what month and year did ["spouse's full name"] die?

____(MONTH) ______(YEAR) 1/1970 to [Date of Interview] ...(A52M)

-1 RF ...(A52M)
-2 DK ...(A52M)

A52M
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}Are you now married to someone else?

1 YES ...(A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO)
2 NO ...(A52P)
-1 RF ...(A52P)
-2 DK ...(A52P)
A52P

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you living with a partner as if married?

1   YES   ...(A53 IS NEW PARTNER)
2   NO   ...(A300 X)
-1   RF   ...(A300 X)
-2   DK   ...(A300 X)

A52T

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} We need to update our records. As of [Month and Year, R1], they show that you were living with a partner as if married. Are you still living with ["spouse's full name"] as if married?
INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO RESPONSE CATEGORIES.

1   YES   ...(A53 IS NEW PARTNER)
2   NO   ...(A52V)
3   THAT PARTNER IS NOW SPOUSE   ...(A53 CHECK IF RISK INFO)
4   DECEASED   ...(A52Y)
-1   RF   ...(A52Y)
-2   DK   ...(A52Y)

A52V

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country does that partner currently live?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A52Y)
218   United States   ...(A52W)
997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A52VOS)
999   DECEASED   ...(A52Y)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A52Y)
-1   RF   ...(A52Y)

A52VOS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY ____________(80 Characters) ...(A52Y)

A52W

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what state?

[STATE PICK LIST] ...(A52Y)
97   OTHER (SPECIFY)   ...(A52WOS)
-1   RF   ...(A52Y)
-2   DK   ...(A52Y)
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A52WOS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(A52Y)

A52Y

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you now married to someone else?

1 YES ...(A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO)
2 NO ...(A52Z)
-1 RF ...(A52Z)
-2 DK ...(A52Z)

A52Z

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Are you living with a different partner as if married?

1 YES ...(A53_IS_NEW_PARTNER)
2 NO ...(A300_X)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)

A53_CHECK_IF_RISK_INFO CHK: FOR SPOUSE NAME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

((R1 SPOUSE=1) and ("spouse's full name") = "that spouse") and
((R1 A52: Marital status in R1)=1 (married)) or (((R1 A52: Marital status in R1)=3 (separated)) and
((MARITAL_STATUS)=1))

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A52_SP_CORESIDENT_04)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)

A52_SP_CORESIDENT_04 CHK: SPOUSE/PARTNER CORESIDENT WITH RESPONDENT?

[MEGA2_STATUS2: Spouse's Household Status in R2]

0 NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)
1 CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A52_SP_YDOB_04)

A52_SP_YDOB_04 (A52_SP_YDOB_04_Y, year)

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what year was ["respondent's spouse's first name"] ["respondent's spouse's last name"] born?

__________(YEAR) 1890 to [Date of Interview] ...(A52_DK_AND_REF)

-1 RF ...(A52_DK_AND_REF)
-2 DK ...(A52_DK_AND_REF)
A52_DK_AND_REF CHK: COMPLETE SPOUSE/PARTNER YEAR OF BIRTH?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([YEAR OF BIRTH IS COMPLETE: MEGA2_YDOB: YEAR OF BIRTH OF MEGA2 MEMBER])

1  CONDITION APPLIES... (A52_SP_COB_04)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A52_SP_18YEARS_04)

A52_SP_18YEARS_04

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Is [respondent's spouse's first name] ["respondent's spouse's last name"] 18 or older?

1   YES   ..(A52_SP_COB_04)
2   NO   ..(A52_SP_COB_04)
-1   RF   ..(A52_SP_COB_04)
-2   DK   ..(A52_SP_COB_04)

A52_SP_COB_04

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country was ["respondent's spouse's first name"] ["respondent's spouse's last name"] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)
997   OTHER SPECIFY   ..(A52_SP_COB_04OS)
999   DECEASED   ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY   ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)
-1   RF   ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)
-2   DK   ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)

A52_SP_COB_04OS

OTHER SPECIFY___________(80 Characters) ..(A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP)

A53I_SET_OLD_PARTNER_NEWSP CHK: SEPARATED AND NO NEW SPOUSE

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 A52]=3 (separated) and [NEWSP]=0

1  CONDITION APPLIES ..(A53I)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ..(A53D_CHECK)
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A53I (A53I_Y, year)

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what year did you marry ["spouse's full name"]?

_________ (YEAR) [Date of subject's last interview] to [Date of Interview] ...(A53J)

  -1 RF ...(A53J)
  -2 DK ...(A53J)

A53J

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country did this marriage occur?

  [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A53D_CHECK)
  997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A53JOS)
  999 DECEASED ...(A53D_CHECK)
  995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A53D_CHECK)
  -1 RF ...(A53D_CHECK)
  -2 DK ...(A53D_CHECK)

A53JOS

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53D_CHECK)

A53D_CHECK CHK: # SPOUSES OR PARTNERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD?

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

COUNT [MEGA2_RELATION: Relationship to Respondent]=1 (husband), 2 (wife), 43 (unmarried partner) and MEGA2_STATUS=1 (Household Member in R2)

  0 partners in household ...(A53E)
  1-2 partners in household ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)

A53E

(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What country does your current [spouse/partner] live in?

  [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  218 United States ...(A53G)
  997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A53EOS)
  999 DECEASED ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  -1 RF ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  -2 DK ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
A53EOS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)

A53G

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what state?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  97  OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A53GOS)
  -1  RF ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)
  -2  DK ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)

A53GOS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR)

A53 IS NEW PARTNER IS SPOUSE/PARTNER NEW?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[NEWSP] = 1

1  CONDITION APPLIES ... (A53_SELECT_SPPR_ROSTER)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A53 IS NAME EMPTY)

A53 IS NAME EMPTY NEED SPOUSE/PARTNER FIRST NAME?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[respondent's spouse's first name] = ""

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A53_SELECT_SPPR_ROSTER)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A53H3_CHECK)

A53_SELECT_SPPR_ROSTER

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me your [spouse/partner] first name and family name?

INTERVIEWER: LOOK FOR PERSON ON ROSTER AND VERIFY WITH COUNTRY OF BIRTH AND DATE OF BIRTH AS POSSIBLE.

SELECT ONE.

1 spouse not on Roster ... (A53FST)
2+ Found spouse on Roster ... (A53H3_CHECK)
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A53FST

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?

FIRST NAME____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53FAM)

-1 RF ...(A53FAM)
-2 DK ...(A53FAM)

A53FAM

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?)

FAMILY NAME____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53H3_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A53H3_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A53H3_CHECK)

A53_HAVE_NEW_SPPR DOES RESPONDENT HAVE A SPOUSE/PARTNER?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([[NEW IN R2 SPOUSE]) or (((R1 SPOUSE)) and ([MARITAL_STATUS]=1))

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A53_FOUND_SPOUSE_IN_ROSTER)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A53H3_CHECK)

A53_FOUND_SPOUSE_IN_ROSTER NEED ID FOR SPOUSE?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

{TEMP_MID}

__________...(A53H3_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A53H3_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A53H3_CHECK)
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A53_SELECT_SPPR_ROSTER_SP

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me your [spouse's] first name and family name?

INTERVIEWER: LOOK FOR PERSON ON ROSTER AND VERIFY WITH COUNTRY OF BIRTH AND DATE OF BIRTH AS POSSIBLE.

SELECT ONE.

1 ... (A53FST_SP)
2+ ... (A53H3_CHECK)
-1 RF ... (A53FST_SP)
-1 DK ... (A53FST_SP)

A53FST_SP

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?

FIRST NAME____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53FAM_SP)

-1 RF ...(A53FAM_SP)
-2 DK ...(A53FAM_SP)

A53FAM_SP

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}(Can you please tell me this person's first name and family name?)

FAMILY NAME____________ (80 Characters) ...(A53H3_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A53H3_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A53H3_CHECK)

A53H3_CHECK: CHK: IS SPOUSE/PARTNER NEW?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[NEW IN R2 SPOUSE] or ([R1 SPOUSE]) and ([MARITAL STATUS]=1)) or

([[R1 A52: Marital Status in R1]=2) and ([MEGA2_STATUS1: Household Status in R1] = 0 (not living together)) and ([MARITAL_STATUS]=1) and ([R1 Spouse]=3)) or

([[R1 A52: Marital Status in R1]=2) and ([MEGA2_STATUS1: Household Status in R1] = 0 (not living together)) and ([MARITAL_STATUS]=2) and ([R1 Spouse]=1))

Due to a programming error, nearly all respondents went through the “New Spouse” questions: A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER to A222.
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1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A23_INTRO)

A53_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X CHK: SPOUSE OR PARTNER CHECK
[RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([loop_x]=1 and [spouse]=1) or ([loop_x]=2 and [partner]=1)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A53M_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A53_CHECK_NEW_INTTYPE_X)

A53M_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} I would like to ask you some questions about your [spouse/partner].

How many years have you lived together?

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 99 ...(A54_X)

-1 RF ...(A54_X)
-2 DK ...(A54_X)

A54_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How many years of schooling in total has your [spouse/partner] completed?

INTERVIEWER: ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE.

0 ... (A108_X)

____________ (2 digits) 1 to 99 ...(A55_X)

-1 RF ...(A55_X)
-2 DK ...(A55_X)
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A55 X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How many of these years in school were spent in the United States?

0 ...(A57 X)  
(2 digits) 1 to 99 ...(A56 X)  
-1 RF ...(A56 X)  
-2 DK ...(A56 X)

A56 X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} At what age did your [spouse/partner] first attend a school in the United States?

-1 RF ...(A57 X)  
-2 DK ...(A57 X)

A57 X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Has your [spouse/partner] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

1   YES   ...(A57CHECK X)  
2   NO   ...(A57CHECK X)  
-1   RF   ...(A57CHECK X)  
-2   DK   ...(A57CHECK X)

A57CHECK X CHK: SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS DEGREE OR DIPLOMA
[RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[A57(loop_x)] = 1  
1   CONDITION APPLIES ...(A58 X)  
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A108 X)

A58 X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What was your [spouse/partner]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(80 Characters) ... (A58A X)  
-1 RF ...(A58A X)  
-2 DK ...(A58A X)
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**A58A_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what field is that degree?

____________ (80 Characters) ...(A59_X)
-1 RF ...(A59_X)
-2 DK ...(A59_X)

**A59_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country did your [spouse/partner] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A61_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A59OS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A61_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A61_X)
-1   RF   ...(A61_X)
-2   DK   ...(A61_X)

**A59OS_X** [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A61_X)

**A61_X** (A61_X_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what year did your [spouse/partner] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_________(YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ...(A108_X)

-1 RF ...(A108_X)
-2 DK ...(A108_X)

**A108_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Does your [spouse/partner] hope to obtain a ["higher"] degree or certificate?

1 YES ...(A109_X)
2 NO ...(A110_X)
-1 RF ...(A110_X)
-2 DK ...(A110_X)
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A109_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What is the highest degree, diploma or certificate your [spouse/partner] hopes to obtain?

____________ (80 Characters) ... (A110_X)

-1 RF ... (A110_X)
-2 DK ... (A110_X)

A110_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Is your [spouse/partner] currently enrolled in a class to learn or improve [his/her] English?

1 YES ...(A111_X)
2 NO ...(A111_X)
-1 RF ...(A111_X)
-2 DK ...(A111_X)

A111_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Aside from any English language classes, is] your [spouse/partner] currently enrolled in school somewhere?

1 YES ...(A112_X)
2 NO ...(A122_X)
-1 RF ...(A122_X)
-2 DK ...(A122_X)

A112_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country is the school your [spouse/partner] is now attending?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A117_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A112OS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A117_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A117_X)
-1 RF ...(A117_X)
-2 DK ...(A117_X)

A112OS_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A117_X)
A117_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(\text{MA}) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) What grade or year of school is your [spouse/partner] in right now?

1 1st GRADE ...(A122_X)
2 2nd GRADE ...(A122_X)
3 3rd GRADE ...(A122_X)
4 4th GRADE ...(A122_X)
5 5th GRADE ...(A122_X)
6 6th GRADE ...(A122_X)
7 7th GRADE ...(A122_X)
8 8th GRADE ...(A122_X)
9 9th GRADE ...(A122_X)
10 10th GRADE ...(A122_X)
11 11th GRADE ...(A122_X)
12 12th GRADE ...(A122_X)
13 1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A122_X)
14 2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A122_X)
15 1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A122_X)
16 2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A122_X)
17 3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A122_X)
18 4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A122_X)
19 MASTER'S PROGRAM ...(A121_X)
20 DOCTORAL PROGRAM ...(A121_X)
21 PROFESSIONAL DEGREE ...(A121_X)
-1 RF ...(A122_X)
-2 DK ...(A122_X)

A117OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(\text{MA}) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) OTHER SPECIFY__________ (80 Characters) ...(A122_X)

A121_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(\text{MA}) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) What year of this program is your [spouse/partner] in?

(2 digits) 0 to 99 ...(A122_X)
-1 RF ...(A122_X)
-2 DK ...(A122_X)

A122_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(\text{MA}) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) Has your [spouse/partner] ever served in any country's military?

1 YES ...(A123_X Y)
2 NO ...(A141_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A141_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A141_CHECK_X)
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A123_X_Y [Range X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=# spouse, Y=# of country of military service

{MA} {CP} (NAMC) {NEWCP} In what country or countries was that?

COMMENT: Created Variable: Interviewer could pick more than one so there may be information on same spouse in loop _2.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A132_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A123OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A132_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A132_X)
-1 RF ...(A132_X)
-2 DK ...(A132_X)

A123OS_X_Y [RANGE X=1, RANGE Y=1 to 2]

X=# spouse, Y=# of country of military service

{MA} {CP} (NAMC) {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A132_X)

A132_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} (NAMC) {NEWCP} How many years in total was your [spouse/partner] in active service?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR.

____________ (3 digits) 0 to 995 ...(A134_X)

-1 RF ... (A134_X)
-2 DK ...(A134_X)

A134_X [Range X = 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} (NAMC) {NEWCP} Is your [spouse/partner] still in active service?

1 YES ...(A136_X)
2 NO ...(A135_X)
-1 RF ...(A135_X)
-2 DK ...(A135_X)
A135_X (A135_X_Y, year) [Range X = 1 to 2]

{MA} (CP) (NAMC) {NEWCP} When was your [spouse/partner]'s last year of military service?

__________(YEAR) 1890 to [Date of Interview] ...(A136_X)

-1 RF ... (A136_X)
-2 DK ... (A136_X)

A136_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} (CP) (NAMC) {NEWCP} Does your [spouse/partner] have a disability connected with military service?

1   YES   ...(A141_CHECK_X)
2   NO   ...(A141_CHECK_X)
-1   RF   ...(A141_CHECK_X)
-2   DK   ...(A141_CHECK_X)

A141_CHECK_X CHK: NEW RESPONDENT? [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} (CP) (NAMC) {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]

1   CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A_A52CK_X)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A141_OLDIES_INTRO_X)

A141_OLDIES_INTRO_X

{MA} (CP) Now I would like to ask you questions regarding your marriage.
... (A142_CHECK_TYPE_X_Y)

A_A52CK_X CHK: A52 MARITAL STATUS [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP)

[A52: R2 Marital Status]

1   MARRIED   ...(A141_DISALLOW_X)
2   LIVING TOGETHER IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP   ...(A141_ALLOW_X)
3   SEPARATED   ...(A141.Allow X)
4   DIVORCED   ...(A141_ALLOW_X)
5   WIDOWED   ...(A141_ALLOW_X)
6   NEVER MARRIED, NOT LIVING WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP   ...(A141_DISALLOW_X)
-1   RF   ...(A141_DISALLOW_X)
-2   DK   ...(A141_DISALLOW_X)
Altogether, how many times have you been married [including your current marriage]?

   1   ONE TIME   ...(A141_X)
   2   TWICE   ...(A141_X)
   3   THREE TIMES   ...(A141_X)
   4   FOUR OR MORE TIMES   ...(A141_X)
-1   RF   ...(A141_X)
-2   DK   ...(A141_X)

Altogether, how many times have you been married [including your current marriage]?

   1   ONE TIME   ...(A141_X)
   2   TWICE   ...(A141_X)
   3   THREE TIMES   ...(A141_X)
   4   FOUR OR MORE TIMES   ...(A141_X)
   5   NEVER   ...(A141_X)
-1   RF   ...(A141_X)
-2   DK   ...(A141_X)

CHK: # OF MARRIAGES [RANGE X=1 to 2]

1-4+ ... (A142_CHECK_TYPE_X_Y)
5 (never married)  ... (A300_X)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)

INTTYPE=MA or CP + Partner=1

[RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y= 1 ]

X= # spouse, Y=total # of marriages

[Partner]=1 and [Sample Type] does not equal [NAMC] and [Sample Type] does not equal [NEWCP]

1  CONDITION APPLIES ... (A145_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A142_X_Y)
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**A142_X_Y** (A142_X_Y_Y, year) [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y= 1]

X= # spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what year did your [marriage number (first, second...)](loop_x:loop_y) marriage begin?

_________ (YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A143_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A143_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A143_X_Y)

**A143_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y= 1]

X= # spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country did this marriage occur?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A145_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A145OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A145_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A145_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A145_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A145_X_Y)

**A145OS_X_Y** [RANGE X=1, RANGE Y=1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A145_X_Y)

**A145_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y= 1 ]

X= # spouse, Y=# country of spouse’s birth

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what country was your [spouse/partner] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A147_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A145OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A147_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A147_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A147_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A147_X_Y)
A145OS_X_Y [RANGE X=1, RANGE Y=1]
X=# of spouse, Y=# country of spouse's birth
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A147_X_Y)

A147_X_Y (A147_X_Y_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 2, RANGE Y=1]
X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In what year was your [spouse/partner] born?
_________(YEAR) 1890 to [Date of Interview] ... (A167_X_Y)
   -1 RF ... (A167_X_Y)
   -2 DK ... (A167_X_Y)

A167_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 3]
X= # spouse, Y=# spouse's country of citizenship
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What is your [spouse/partner]'s country of citizenship?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.
Created Variable: Interviewer could pick more than one so there may be up to 3 loops for each spouse.

   [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A167C_CHECK_X_Y)
  997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A167OS_X_Y )
  999   DECEASED     ...(A167C_CHECK_X_Y)
  995   NO OTHER COUNTRY  ...(A167C_CHECK_X_Y)
   -1   RF     ...(A167C_CHECK_X_Y)
   -2   DK   .   ...(A167C_CHECK_X_Y)

A167OS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]
X= # spouse, Y=# spouse's country of citizenship

Other Specify____________ (80 Characters) ... (A167C_CHECK_X_Y)
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A167C_CHECK_X_Y CHK: MORE THAN ONE SPOUSE OR UNKNOWN?

[RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X= # spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

((marriage number (first, second...))[loop_x]:[loop_y]) = "most recent" or ((marriage number (first, second...))[loop_x]:[loop_y]) = missing

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A167C_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (A167D_CHECK_X_Y)

A167C_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}  Is your [spouse/partner] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1   YES   ...(A167D_CHECK_X_Y)
2   NO    ...(A167D_CHECK_X_Y)
-1  RF    ...(A167D_CHECK_X_Y)
-2  DK    ...(A167D_CHECK_X_Y)

A167D_CHECK_X_Y CHK: NEW RESPONDENT? [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

{SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC OR NEWCP}

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A167D_BRANCHPOINT_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (A300_X)

A167D_BRANCHPOINT_X_Y CHK: # OF MARRIAGES

[RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC} {NEWCP}

[loop_x]=[A141_ALLOW, A141_DISALLOW][loop_x]) and [MARITAL_STATUS] = 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A300_X)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (A168_X_Y)
A168_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC} {NEWCP} How many years of schooling in total did your [marriage number (first, second...)]([loop_x]:[loop_y]) ["spouse/partner"] complete?

INTERVIEWER: ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE.

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 99 ... (A169_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A169_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A169_X_Y)

A169_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Did your [marriage number (first, second...)]([loop_x]:[loop_y]) ["spouse/partner"] receive any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

1   YES   ...(A170_X_Y)
2   NO   ...(A220_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A170_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A220_X_Y)

A170_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

NAMC} {NEWCP} What was your [marriage number (first, second...)]([loop_x]:[loop_y]) ["spouse/partner"]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

___________ (80 Characters) ... (A171_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A171_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A171_X_Y)
A171_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} In what country did your [marriage number (first, second...)][(loop_x);(loop_y)] "spouse/partner" receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A173_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A171OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A173_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A173_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A173_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A173_X_Y)

A171OS_X_Y

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ... (A173_X_Y)

A173_X_Y (A173_X_Y_Year) [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} In what year did your [marriage number (first, second...)][(loop_x);(loop_y)] "spouse/partner" receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_______(YEAR) [Current spouse’s date of birth][(loop_x);(loop_y)] to [Date of Interview] ... (A220_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A220_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A220_X_Y)

A220_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} What was the main occupation of your [marriage number (first, second...)][(loop_x);(loop_y)] "spouse/partner" during this marriage?

______________ (80 Characters) ...(A221_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A221_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A221_X_Y)
A221_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} Did this marriage end in separation, divorce or were you widowed?

3 SEPARATION ...(A222_X_Y)
4 DIVORCE ...(A222_X_Y)
5 WIDOWED ...(A222_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A222_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A222_X_Y)

A222_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y=total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} About how many years did that marriage last?

INTERVIEWER: IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, ENTER '95'.

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 95 ...(A222A_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A222A_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A222A_CHECK_X_Y)

A222A_CHECK_X_Y CHK: RESPONDENT SEPARATED?
[RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X= # spouse, Y= total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP}

[A221([loop_x]:[loop_y])] = 3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A300_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A222A_X_Y)

A222A_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# spouse, Y= total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} What country does that [spouse/partner] currently live in?

{COUNTRY PICK LIST} ...(A300_X)
218 United States ...(A222C_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A222AOS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A300_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A300_X)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)
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A222AOS_X_Y

X=# spouse, Y= total # of marriages

{NAMC} NEWCP

OTHER SPECIFY___________(80 Characters) ...(A300_X)

A222C_X_Y

X=# spouse, Y= total # of marriages

{NAMC}{NEWCP} In what state?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A300_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A222COS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)

A222COS_X_Y

{NAMC}{NEWCP}

X=# spouse, Y= total # of marriages

OTHER SPECIFY_________...(A300_X)

A223_INTRO

{MA}{CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now I have a few questions about your [spouse]’s education. [When we last spoke in Month and Year, R1 the highest degree your [spouse/partner] had received was [spouse’s highest degree].] ... (A223)

A223

{MA}{CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Since [Month and Year, R1], has your [spouse] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from [his/her] schooling? Do not include degrees, diplomas or certificates from vocational or trade school.

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

1 YES ...(A223_CHECK_COPY)
2 NO ...(A223_CHECK_COPY)
-1 RF ...(A223_CHECK_COPY)
-2 DK ...(A223_CHECK_COPY)
A223_CHECK_COPY CHK: A223-ANY DEGREES?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

If ([A223]=1)

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A224_X)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (A228)

A224_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}What degree, diploma or certificate is that?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE.

____________ (80 Characters)  ... (A225_X)

-1 RF ...(A225_X)
-2 DK ...(A225_X)

A225_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}In what field is that degree?

INTERVIEWER: IF NO FIELD, ENTER 995.

____________ (80 Characters)  ... (A226_X)

-1 RF ...(A226_X)
-2 DK ...(A226_X)

A226_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}In what country did your [spouse] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ... (A227_CHECK_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY  ...(A226OS_X)
999 DECEASED  ...(A227_CHECK_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY  ...(A227_CHECK_X)
-1 RF  ...(A227_CHECK_X)
-2 DK  ...(A227_CHECK_X)

A226OS_X

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters)  ... (A227_CHECK_X)
INTERVIEWER: DID RESPONDENT MENTION ANOTHER DEGREE, DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE?

1   YES   ...(A228)
2   NO    ...(A228)
-1  RF    ...(A228)
-2  DK    ...(A228)

INTERVIEWER: RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE.

__________ (80 Characters) ... (A230)

1   RF    ...(A230)
2   DK    ...(A230)

INTERVIEWER: HAS YOUR [spouse] TAKEN A CLASS TO LEARN OR IMPROVE [his/her] ENGLISH?

1   YES   ...(A231)
2   NO    ...(A232)
-1  RF    ...(A232)
-2  DK    ...(A232)

INTERVIEWER: IS [he or she] CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN A CLASS TO LEARN OR IMPROVE [his/her] ENGLISH?

1   YES   ...(A232)
2   NO    ...(A232)
-1  RF    ...(A232)
-2  DK    ...(A232)
A232

Aside from any type of schooling we have already discussed, has your [spouse] received any type of trade or vocational training since we last interviewed you?

1  YES ...(A233)
2  NO ...(A239)
-1  RF ...(A239)
-2  DK ...(A239)

A233

What type of training did [he or she] receive?

___________ (80 Characters) ... (A234)

-1  RF ...(A234)
-2  DK ...(A234)

A234

Has your [spouse] received a degree, diploma or certificate as a result of that training?

1  YES ...(A235_X)
2  NO ...(A238)
-1  RF ...(A238)
-2  DK ...(A238)

A235_X

What degree, diploma or certificate is that?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE.

___________ (80 Characters) ... (A236_X)

-1  RF ...(A236_X)
-2  DK ...(A236_X)

A236_X

In what country did [he or she] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A237_CHECK_X)
997  OTHER SPECIFY ...(A236OS_X)
999  DECEASED ...(A237_CHECK_X)
995  NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A237_CHECK_X)
-1  RF ...(A237_CHECK_X)
-2  DK ...(A237_CHECK_X)
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A236OS_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY________________ (80 Characters) ...(A237_CHECK_X)

A237_CHECK_X

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: DID RESPONDENT MENTION ANOTHER DEGREE, DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE?

  1   YES   ...(A238)
  2   NO   ...(A238)
     -1   RF   ...(A238)
     -2   DK   ...(A238)

A238

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Is your [spouse] currently enrolled in a vocational training program?

  1   YES   ...(A239)
  2   NO   ...(A239)
     -1   RF   ...(A239)
     -2   DK   ...(A239)

A239

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Aside from any classes your spouse has taken that we've already talked about, since [Month and Year, R1], has your [spouse] attended or been enrolled in school somewhere?

  1   YES   ...(A239_CHECK)
  2   NO   ...(A239_CHECK)
     -1   RF   ...(A239_CHECK)
     -2   DK   ...(A239_CHECK)

A239_CHECK CHK: SKIP BASED ON SPOUSE/PARTNER TRAINING

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

If ([A239]=1)

  1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A239A)
  2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A250)
### A239A

**Is your [spouse] currently enrolled in school somewhere?**

1. YES ...(A240)
2. NO ...(A240)
-1 RF ...(A240)
-2 DK ...(A240)

### A240

**In what country is the school your [spouse] "is now attending or attended"?**

- [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A242)
-997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A242OS)
-999 DECEASED ...(A242)
-995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A242)
-1 RF ...(A242)
-2 DK ...(A242)

### A240OS

**OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A242)**

### A242

**What grade or year of school "did or does your spouse/partner attend"?**

1. 1st GRADE ...(A300_X)
2. 2nd GRADE ...(A300_X)
3. 3rd GRADE ...(A300_X)
4. 4th GRADE ...(A300_X)
5. 5th GRADE ...(A300_X)
6. 6th GRADE ...(A300_X)
7. 7th GRADE ...(A300_X)
8. 8th GRADE ...(A300_X)
9. 9th GRADE ...(A300_X)
10. 10th GRADE ...(A300_X)
11. 11th GRADE ...(A300_X)
12. 12th GRADE ...(A300_X)
13. 1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A300_X)
14. 2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ...(A300_X)
15. 1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A300_X)
16. 2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A300_X)
17. 3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A300_X)
18. 4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ...(A300_X)
19. MASTER'S PROGRAM ...(A244)
20. DOCTORAL PROGRAM ...(A244)
21. PROFESSIONAL DEGREE ...(A244)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)

### A242OS

**OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A244)**
A244

What year of this program is [he or she] in?

IWER: INSTRUCTION NEEDED HERE

__________ (2 digits) 0 to 99 ...(A300_X)

-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)

A250

Is your [spouse] a U.S. citizen?

1 YES ...(A300_X)
2 NO ...(A251)
-1 RF ...(A251)
-2 DK ...(A251)

A251

Is your [spouse] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1 YES ...(A300_X)
2 NO ...(A300_X)
-1 RF ...(A300_X)
-2 DK ...(A300_X)
SECTION A: NEW BIOLOGICAL, ADOPTED AND STEPCHILDREN SINCE R1

A300 X [RANGE X = 1 to 3]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

Now I have a few questions about your [*biological, adopted, or step*][loop_x] children.

[*Since we last spoke have you [had any new biological children (X=1), adopted any children (X=2), or do you have any new step children(X=3)]

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT COUNT STILLBIRTHS, [*or [non-biological children, non-adopted children, or non-step children]*][loop_x]

PLEASE ANSWER YES ONLY IF THE RESPONDENT HAS NEW [*biological, adopted, or step*][loop_x] CHILDREN.

[[if on biological children] "adopted children and step children will be added later", (if on adopted children) "step children will be added later", (if on step children) ""] [loop_x]

1  YES  ...(A300A_CHECK_X)
2  NO  ...(A600 IS NEW R)
-1  RF  ...(A600 IS NEW R)
-2  DK  ...(A600 IS NEW R)

A300A_CHECK_X CHK: NEW RESPONDENT? [RANGE X=1 to 3]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ...(A300A X)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ...(A301 X Y)

A300A X [RANGE X=1] X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[*biological (X=1), adopted (X=2), or step(X=3)]

How many altogether?

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 99 ...(A300_MR2POS_X_Y)

-1 RF  ...(A300_MR2POS_X_Y)
-2 DK  ...(A300_MR2POS_X_Y)
R1 CHILD POSITION ON THE R2 MEGA2 ROSTER [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y= # of child’s roster position

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {NAMC} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

POSITION OF R1 CHILD IN A300 LOOP ON THE R2 MEGA2 ROSTER

_________1-61 ...(A301 X Y)

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child.

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[Since we last spoke, have you had any new biological children(X=1), adopted any children(X=2), or do you have any new stepchildren(X=3)?]

Could you please give me this [first/second/third/etc.] child's name starting with his or her family name? ...(A302 X Y)

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] Could you please give me this [first/second/third/etc.] child's name starting with his or her family name?

ENTER CHILD’S FAMILY NAME: ___________ (80 Characters) ... (A303 X Y)

-1 RF ...(A303 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A303 X Y)

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] What is this child’s given or first name? ___________ (80 Characters) ... (A304 X Y)

-1 RF ...(A304 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A304 X Y)
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---

**A304_X_Y**

(A304_X_Y_Y, A304_X_Y_M, A304_X_Y_D, year, month, day)

[RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE X=1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

Can you give me this child's date of birth?

___(YEAR) _(MONTH) _(DAY) 1/1/1950 to [Date of Interview] ...(A305_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A305_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A305_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A305_CHECK_X_Y**

CHK: IS THIS A NEW ADOPTED CHILD?

[RANGE X=2, RANGE X=1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

([loop_x] = 2 (adopted child) and ([MEGA2_INMEGA1: Person in R1 Mega Roster?][loop_y])=0 new child)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A305_X_Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A305B_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A305_X_Y**

(A305_X_Y_Y, A305_X_Y_M, year, month)

[RANGE X = 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

In what year was [this child's first name][loop_y] adopted?

What month was that?

___(YEAR) _(MONTH) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A305B_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A305B_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A305B_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A305B_CHECK_X_Y**

IS THIS A NEW STEPCHILD?

[RANGE X = 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
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([loop_x] = 3 step child) and ([SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]) and ([MEGA2_INMEGA1: Person in R1 Mega Roster][[loop_y]]=0)

1  CONDITION APPLIES... (A305B_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A306_GENDER_CHECK_X_Y)

A305B_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] In what year did you marry [this child's first name][[loop_y]]'s ["other parent"]?’

____(YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(A306_GENDER_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ... (A306_GENDER_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ... (A306_GENDER_CHECK_X_Y)

A306_GENDER_CHECK_X_Y CHK: CHILD GENDER

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[MEGA2_GENDER: Gender of Child in Mega2 Roster][[loop_y]]

1  MALE ... (A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
2  FEMALE ... (A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
3  NEED GENDER ... (A306_X_Y)
-1  RF  ... (A306_X_Y)
-2  DK  ... (A306_X_Y)

A306_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 36]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NECESSARY.

We can’t always tell from a name. Is [[this child's first name][[loop_y]], male or female?

1  MALE ...(A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
2  FEMALE ...(A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
3  NEED GENDER ...(A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
-1  RF  ...(A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
-2  DK  ...(A306A_CHECK_X_Y)
## A306A_CHECK_X_Y CHK: NEW RESPONDENT?

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEWCP]

1. CONDITION APPLIES... (A306B_CHECK_X_Y)
2. CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)

## A306B_CHECK_X_Y CHK: SKIP BASED ON MARITAL STATUS

[RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 17]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1. MARRIED ... (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
2. LIVING TOGETHER IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ... (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
3. SEPARATED ... (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
4. DIVORCED ...(A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
5. WIDOWED ... (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
6. NEVER MARRIED, NOT LIVING WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ...
   (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
-1. RF ...(A306D_CHECK_X_Y)
-2. DK ... (A306D_CHECK_X_Y)

## A306B_X_Y [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 17]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] What is the relationship of [this child's first name][loop_y] to your ["spouse"]?

1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD ... (A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
2. STEP CHILD ... (A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
3. ADOPTED CHILD ... (A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
95. NO RELATIONSHIP ... (A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
97. OTHER (SPECIFY) ... (A306FOS_X_Y)
-1. RF ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
-2. DK ... (A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
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**A306BOS X Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A306D_CHECK_X_Y CHK: A52 INDICATES NOT MARRIED BUT LIVING WITH PARTNER [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 15]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[A52: Marital Status in R2]=2 (Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married)

1   CONDITION APPLIES   ...(A306D_X_Y)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A306D_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

INTERVIEWER: ASK ONLY IF PARTNER IN HOUSEHOLD.

What is the relationship of [this child's first name][[loop_y]] to your partner?

1   BIOLOGICAL CHILD   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
2   STEP CHILD   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
3   ADOPTED CHILD   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
95   NO RELATIONSHIP   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
97   OTHER (SPECIFY)   ...(A306DOS_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A306DOS_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A306F_CHECK_X_Y)

---

**A306F_CHECK_X_Y CHK: NEW CHILD RELATION TO RESPONDENT**

[RANGE X = 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child
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{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

([loop_x] = 2 adopted child) and
([MEGA2_RELATION: Child’s Relation to Respondent][[loop_y]]=5 Adopted son or [MEGA2_RELATION: Child’s Relation to Respondent][[loop_y]]=6 Adopted daughter or [MEGA2_RELATION: Child’s Relation to Respondent][[loop_y]]=55 Adopted child, gender not specified) and ([MEGA2_INMEGA1: Child in R1 Mega Roster][[loop_y]]=0)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A306F_X_Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)

A306F_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

What was [[this child’s first name][[loop_y]]’s relationship to you when you adopted [“him or her”][[loop_y]]?

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] ...(A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)
  97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A306FOS_X_Y)
  -1 RF ...(A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)
  -2 DK ...(A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)

A306FOS_X_Y [RANGE X =1 to 2, RANGE Y = 1 to 21]

X=1 (bio), X=2(adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (30 Characters) ... (A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)

A307_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y CHK: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF NEW CHILD

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

If ([MEGA2_STATUS2: Household Status in R1][[loop_y]]=1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A308_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A307_X_Y)
A307_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 36]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] Is [this child's first name][loop_y] still alive?

1   YES   ...(A308_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)
2   NO   ...(A357_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A308_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A308_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y)

A308_STATUS2_CHECK_X_Y CHK: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF NEW CHILD AND AGE <12

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

Comment: Question was changed to reflect age of children also, alternate skip is A312_X_Y.

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

If ([MEGA2_STATUS2: Household Status of Child][loop_y]=1, If ([MEGA2_AGE: Age of New Child][loop_y]) < 12)

0  NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER  ...(A308_CHECK_X_Y)
1  CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A308_CHECK_X_Y)
11  HH MEMBER under 12 ... (A312_11_US_X_Y)
12  MEMBER > 11 not HH MEMBER... (A312_12_US_X_Y)

A308_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS NEW CHILD UNDER 12?

[RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 36]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF NEW CHILD][loop_y]) < 12

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A308_11_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A308_12_X_Y)

A308_11_X_Y [RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 36]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] Is [this child's first name][loop_y] living with you now, or with some other relative, or somewhere else?

1   LIVING WITH RESPONDENT   ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)
2   LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD   ...(A309_11_X_Y)
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97 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A308_11OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)

A308_11OS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY__________(80 Characters) ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)

A308_12_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) Is [this child's first name][loop_x] living with you now, or
with some other relative, or has ["he or she"][loop_y] set up a separate household?

1 LIVING WITH RESPONDENT ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)
2 LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD ...(A309_12_X_Y)
3 SET UP A SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)
97 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A308_12OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)

A308_12OS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY______________ (80 CHARACTERS)... (A312_12_US_X_Y)

A309_11_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 23]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What is this person's relationship to [this child's first
name][loop_y]?

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)
97 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A309_11OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A312_11_US_X_Y)

A309_11OS_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A312_11_US_X_Y)
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A309_12_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
What is this person's relationship to [this child's first name][loop_y]?

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] ... (A312_12_US_X_Y)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A309_12OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)

A309_12OS_X_Y
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

OTHER SPECIFY_________________(80 Characters) ...(A312_12_US_X_Y)

A312_11_US_X_Y NEW CHILD'S COUNTRY OF BIRTH
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
If ![MEGA2_COB: New Child’s Country of Birth][loop_y] = missing, [United States], ![MEGA2_COB: New Child’s Country of Birth][loop_y]

[COUNTRY PICKLIST] ... (A313A_X_Y)
218 United States ...(A312_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A312_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A313A_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A313A_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A313A_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A313A_X_Y)

A312_12_US_X_Y NEW CHILD’S COUNTRY OF BIRTH [Range x = 1 to 3, y = 1 to 31]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
If ![MEGA2_COB: New Child’s Country of Birth][loop_y] = missing, [United States], ![MEGA2_COB: New Child’s Country of Birth][loop_y]

[COUNTRY PICKLIST] ... (A313A_X_Y)
218 United States ...(A312_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A313A_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A313A_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A313A_X_Y)
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A312_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) In what country was [[this child's first name][loop_y]] born?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST] ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
218 United States ...(A313A_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A312OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)

A312OS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 5]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)

A313A_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) In what state was ["he or she"][(loop_y)] born?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A313AOS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A314_CHECK_X_Y)

A313AOS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 24]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ... (A314_CHECK_X_Y)
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A314_CHECK_X_Y CHK: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF NEW CHILD

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

[MEGA2_STATUS2: Household Status of New Child][loop_y])

1  CURRENT HH MEMBER  ... (A317_X_Y)
2  PREV HH MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE  ... (A314_X_Y)
3  DENIES LIVING W/PERS LAST RND  ... (A314_X_Y)
  11  HH MEMBER under 12  ... (A314_X_Y)
  12  NOT A HH MEMBER >11  ... (A314_X_Y)
  97  CHILD NOT LIVING W/RESP OR W/RELATIVE  ... (A314_X_Y)

A314_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

What country is [this child's first name][loop_y]) currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST] ... (A317_X_Y)
218  United States  ... (A316_X_Y)
997  OTHER SPECIFY  ... (A314OS_X_Y)
999  DECEASED  ... (A317_X_Y)
995  NO OTHER COUNTRY  ... (A317_X_Y)
  -1  RF  ... (A317_X_Y)
  -2  DK  ... (A317_X_Y)

A314OS_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters)  ... (A317_X_Y)

A316_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) (CP) (NAMC) (NEWCP) [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] What state is ["he or she"][loop_y]) living in?

[STATE PICKLIST]  ... (A317_X_Y)
97  OTHER (SPECIFY)  ... (A316OS_X_Y)
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-1 RF ...(A317 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A317 X Y)

A316OS X Y [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 3]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A317 X Y)

A317 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)] How many years has [[this child's first name][[loop_y]] spent in the United States?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER '0' FOR NONE; ENTER "995" FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE.
____________ (3 digits) 1 to 99 ... (A318 CHECK X Y)
-1 RF ...(A318 CHECK X Y)
-2 DK ...(A318 CHECK X Y)

A318 CHECK X Y CHK: NEW CHILD COUNTRY OF BIRTH
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]
{MEGA2_COB: NEW CHILD'S COUNTRY OF BIRTH}[[loop_y]]
[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A318 X Y)
218 United States ...(A319 X Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A318 X Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A318 X Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A318 X Y)
-1 RF ...(A318 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A318 X Y)
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**A318 X Y (A318 X Y Y, year) [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

In what year did "he or she" first enter the United States?

_________ (YEAR) [New Child Date of Birth][loop_y] to [Date of Interview] ... (A320_BIOX_Y)

-1 RF ... (A320_BIOX_Y)
-2 DK ... (A320_BIOX_Y)

**A319 X Y (A319 X Y Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE X=1 to 41]**

X=1 (bio), X=2(adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]

In what year did "he or she" first reenter the United States after living abroad?

_________ (YEAR) [New Child Date of Birth][loop_y] to [Date of Interview] ... (A320_BIOX_Y)

-1 RF ... (A320_BIOX_Y)
-2 DK ... (A320_BIOX_Y)

**A320_BIOX_Y [RANGE X =1 to 41, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]**

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)]  What is this child's first name's country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

COMMENT: Created Variable

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A320_ADOX_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A320OS_BIOX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A320_ADOX_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A320_ADOX_Y)
-1 RF ...(A320_ADOX_Y)
-2 DK ...(A320_ADOX_Y)

**A320OS_BIOX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 12, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]**

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A320_ADOX_Y)
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A320_ADOX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 32, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]
X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))
What is [this child's first name]([loop_x])'s country of citizenship?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.
COMMENT: Created Variable
[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A320_STEPX_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A320OS_ADOX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A320_STEPX_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A320_STEPX_Y)
-1 RF ...(A320_STEPX_Y)

A320OS_ADOX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 15, RANGE X = 1 to 2]
X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A320_STEPX_Y)

A320_STEPX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 36, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]
X=# of child Y=# country of citizenship
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))
What is [this child's first name]([loop_x])'s country of citizenship?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.
COMMENT: Created Variable
[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A320OS_STEPX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)

A320OS_STEPX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 7, RANGE Y = 1]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))
X=# of child Y=# country of citizenship
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A326_CHECK_X_Y)
**A326 CHECK X/Y IS NEW CHILD BETWEEN 3 AND 18?**

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))

\(((\text{MEGA2}_\text{AGE} : \text{AGE OF NEW CHILD}(\text{loop}_y) > 3)) \text{ and } ((\text{MEGA2}_\text{AGE} : \text{AGE OF NEW CHILD}(\text{loop}_y) < 18))\)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A326 X Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A327 X Y)

---

**A326 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) Is [this child's first name](\text{loop}_y) currently attending or enrolled in [child's school](\text{loop}_y)?

1 YES ...(A328 X Y)
2 NO ...(A327 X Y)
-1 RF ...(A327 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A327 X Y)

---

**A327 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) Has [this child's first name](\text{loop}_y) ever attended or been enrolled in school?

1 YES ...(A328 X Y)
2 NO ...(A337 CHECK X Y)
-1 RF ...(A337 CHECK X Y)
-2 DK ...(A337 CHECK X Y)

---

**A328 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) How many years of schooling has [this child's first name](\text{loop}_y) completed?

\(\text{_________} (2 \text{ digits}) \text{ 0 to 99} \) ...(A329 X Y)
-1 RF ...(A329 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A329 X Y)
A329_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) How many of these years were completed in the United States?

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 99 ... (A330_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A330_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A330_CHECK_X_Y)

A330_CHECK_X_Y CHK: AGE OF NEW CHILD

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN))

{MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF NEW CHILD}[[loop_y]]

0-3 ...(A332_X_Y)
4-17 ...(A330_X_Y)
18+ ...(A332_X_Y)
999 AGE NOT AVAILABLE ... (A332_X_Y)

A330_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) What grade of [child’s school][loop_y]) if any, [is or did][loop_y]) [[this child’s first name][loop_y]) [enrolled][loop_y])

90 NURSERY/PRESCHOOL ...(A332_X_Y) 0 KINDERGARTEN ...(A332_X_Y)
1 1ST GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 2 2ND GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
3 3RD GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 4 4TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
5 5TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 6 6TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
7 7TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 8 8TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
9 9TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 10 10TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
11 11TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y) 12 12TH GRADE ...(A332_X_Y)
13 1ST YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A332_X_Y) 14 2ND YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A332_X_Y)
15 3RD YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A332_X_Y) 16 4TH YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A332_X_Y)
17 GRADUATE SCHOOL ...(A332_X_Y) 95 UNGRADED ...(A331_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A332_X_Y) -2 DK ...(A332_X_Y)
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**A331_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) If [[this child's first name][[loop_y]]] were in a graded class, what grade would "he or she"[[loop_y]] be enrolled in?

- 2 digits 0 to 20 ... (A332_X_Y)
- 1 RF ...(A332_X_Y)
- 2 DK ...(A332_X_Y)

**A332_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 32]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) Has [[this child's first name][[loop_y]]] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

- 1 YES ...(A333_X_Y)
- 2 NO ...(A337_CHECK_X_Y)
- 1 RF ...(A337_CHECK_X_Y)
- 2 DK ...(A337_CHECK_X_Y)

**A333_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) What was [[this child's first name][[loop_y]]]’s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

- (80 Characters) ... (A334_X_Y)
- 1 RF ...(A334_X_Y)
- 2 DK ...(A334_X_Y)

**A334_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) In what country did [[this child's first name][[loop_y]]] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A336_X_Y)
- 997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A334OS_X_Y)
- 999 DECEASED ...(A336_X_Y)
- 995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A336_X_Y)
- 1 RF ...(A336_X_Y)
- 2 DK ...(A336_X_Y)
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A334OS_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A336_X_Y)

A336_X_Y (A336_X_Y_Y, year) [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) In what year did [[this child's first name][loop_y]] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

__(YEAR) [New Child's Date of Birth][loop_y]) to [Date of Interview] ... (A337_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ... (A337_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ... (A337_CHECK_X_Y)

A337_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS NEW CHILD UNDER 16?

[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF NEW CHILD][loop_y] < 16

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A357_CHECK_X_Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A337_X_Y)

A337_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) Is ["he or she"][loop_y]) currently employed?

1 YES ...(A338_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A339_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A339_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A339_X_Y)
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**A338_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What is [*“his or her”*]([loop_y]) main occupation?

(80 Characters) ... (A339_X_Y)
-1 RF ... (A339_X_Y)
-2 DK ... (A339_X_Y)

**A339_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What is [*“his or her”*]([loop_y]) marital status?

1   Married   ...(A339A_X_Y)
2   Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married   ...(A355_X_Y)
4   Divorced   ...(A355_X_Y)
5   Widowed   ...(A355_X_Y)
6   Never married, not living with someone in a marriage-like relationship   ...(A355_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A355_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A355_X_Y)

**A339A_X_Y** [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y=1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CHILD’S SPOUSE FROM THE ROSTER OR SELECT PERSON NOT LISTED

(Could you please give me [[this child’s first name][[loop_y]]’s spouse's name beginning with [*“his or her”*][[loop_y]] family name?)

1 ...(A339B_X_Y)
2-61 ... (A342_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A339B_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A339B_X_Y)

**A339B_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) (Could you please give me [this child's first name][[loop_y]]'s spouse's name beginning with [*"his or her"*][[loop_y]] family name?)

FAMILY NAME:____________ (40 Characters) ... (A339C_X_Y)
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A339C_X_Y [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y=1 to 25]
X=1 (bio), X=2(adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What is [this child's first name][loop_y]'s spouse's given
or first name?

FIRST NAME:____________ (80 Characters) (A339D_X_Y)

A339D_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) Can you give me [child's spouse's name][loop_y]'s year
of birth?

_________ (YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ...(A340_X_Y)

A340OS_X_Y

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) In what country was [child's spouse's
name][loop_y] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A342_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A340OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A342_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A342_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A342_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A342_X_Y)

A340OS_X_Y

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A342_X_Y)
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A342_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What is [new child spouse’s name’s][loop_y]’s country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A344_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A342OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A344_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A344_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A344_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A344_X_Y)

A342OS_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A344_X_Y)

A344_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) Is [child’s spouse’s name][loop_y]) a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1 YES ...(A348_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A348_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A348_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A348_X_Y)

A348_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) How many years of schooling has [child’s spouse’s name][loop_y]) completed?

0 … (A353_X_Y)
____________ (2 digits) 1 to 30 (A348A_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A348A_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A348A_X_Y)
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**A348A X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) Has [child’s spouse’s name][loop_y]) received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

1   YES   ...(A349_X_Y)
2   NO   ...(A353_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A353_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A353_X_Y)

**A349 X Y [RANGE X=1, RANGE X=1 to 25]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) What was [child’s spouse’s name][loop_y]) highest degree, diploma or certificate?

____________ (80 Characters) ... (A350_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A350_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A350_X_Y)

**A350 X Y [RANGE X=1, RANGE X=1 to 25]**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) In what country did [new child’s name][loop_y]) receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A352_X_Y)
997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A350OS_X_Y)
999   DECEASED   ...(A352_X_Y)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A352_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A352_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A352_X_Y)

**A350OS X Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN) OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (A352_X_Y)
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**A352 X Y** (A352.X.Y\_Y, Year) [RANGE X=1, RANGE X=1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} (NEWCP) (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) In what year did [new child's spouse's name][loop_y] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

\[ \text{_________ (YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview]} \]  ... (A353 X Y)

-1 RF ...(A353 X Y)
-2 DK...(A353 X Y)

**A353 X Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} (NEWCP) (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) Is [child's spouse's name][loop_y] currently employed?

1   YES   ...(A354 X Y)
2   NO    ...(A355 X Y)
-1   RF    ...(A355 X Y)
-2   DK    ...(A355 X Y)

**A354 X Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 25]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} (NEWCP) (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) What is [child's spouse's name][loop_y]'s occupation?

\[ \text{_________ (80 Characters)} \]  ... (A355 X Y)

-1 RF ...(A355 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A355 X Y)

**A355 X Y** [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 31]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} (NEWCP) (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)) Does [this child's first name][loop_y] have any children?

1   YES   ...(A356 X Y)
2   NO    ...(A357 X Y)
-1   RF    ...(A357 X Y)
-2   DK    ...(A357 X Y)
A356_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)  How many children?

____________ (2 digits) 0 to 30 ... (A357_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A357_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A357_X_Y)

A357_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS NUMBER CHILDREN >= R1
[RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)

[loop_y] >= [NUMBER OF CHILDREN FROM R1]

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A357_X_Y)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A600_IS_NEW_R)

A357_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 41]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} (WITH NEW R2 CHILD(REN)  [Do you have another [biological, adopted, or step]

child?][[loop_y])

1   YES   ...(A600_IS_NEW_R)
2   NO   ...(A600_IS_NEW_R)
-1   RF   ...(A600_IS_NEW_R)
-2   DK   ...(A600_IS_NEW_R)

A600_IS_NEW_R\(^5\) CHK: NEW RESPONDENT?

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC or NEW CP]

1  CONDITION APPLIES...(A900_CHECK)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A600_MR2POS_X_Y)

\(^5\) Due to a mistake in the input roster, CPs were inadvertently skipped around the questions A601-A679.
A600_MR2POS_X_Y R1 CHILD POSITION ON THE R2 MEGA2 ROSTER [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child’s roster position

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

POSITION OF R1 CHILD IN A600 LOOP ON THE R2 MEGA2 ROSTER

_________1-61 ...(A600_X)

No R1 Children ...(A900_CHECK)

A600_X

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) I would like to ask you some questions about [each of your [biological, adopted, or step] children]. ... (A600_PRESENT_KID_X_Y)

A600_PRESENT_KID_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Now I would like to ask you some questions about [child’s first name][[loop_x]]. ... (A601_CHECK_X_Y)

A601_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS CHILD A MEMBER OF THE HOUSEHOLD? [RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF CHILD IN R2][[loop_y])

  0  NOT A CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ...(A602_CHECK_X_Y)
  1  CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)
  2  PREVIOUS HOUSEHOLD MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE ...(A602_CHECK_X_Y)
  3  DENIES LIVING WITH PERSON LAST ROUND ...(A602_CHECK_X_Y)
  4  DENIES KNOWING R1 PERSON ...(A602_CHECK_X_Y)
A602_CHECK_X_Y CHK: CHILD FROM R1 IS UNDER 18

[RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA}{CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

{MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF R1 CHILD}([loop_x]) is under 18

1 CONDITIONS APPLIES...(A603_X_Y)
2 CONDITIONS DOES NOT APPLY...(A607_X_Y)

A603_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 7]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA}{CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [child's first name]([loop_y]) living with some other relative?

1 YES, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD ...(A605_X_Y)
2 DID NOT SAY WHERE LIVING ...(A607_X_Y)
3 DECEASED ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
97 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A603OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A607_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A607_X_Y)

A603OS_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 6]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A605_X_Y)

A605_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 7]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is this person's relationship to [child's first name]([loop_y])?

 RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST ...(A607_X_Y)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A605OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A607_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A607_X_Y)
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**A605OS_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 4]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A607_X_Y)

**A607_X_Y** [RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What country is [child's first name](loop_y) currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)

218 United States ...(A609_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A607OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)

**A607OS_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 18]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A609_X_Y)

**A609_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What state is [she/he](loop_y) living in?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)

97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A609OS_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A610_CHECK_X_Y)

**A609OS_X_Y** [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 11]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)
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OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A610 CHECK X Y)

A610 CHECK X Y CHK: CHILD FROM R1 IS BETWEEN 3 AND 18
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF R1 CHILD][[loop_y]] is greater than or equal to 3 and [MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF R1 CHILD][[loop_y]] is less than 18

1 CONDITION APPLIES ....(A611 X Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A610A CHECK X Y)

A610A CHECK X Y CHK: CHILD FROM R1 HAS NO EDUCATION INFORMATION [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 26]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_MISSING_EDU: NO R1 EDUCATION INFORMATION][[loop_y]]

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A615 CHECK X Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A620 CHECK X Y)

A611 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Since we last spoke in [Month and Year, R1], has [child's first name][[loop_y]] attended or enrolled in [school][[loop_y]]?

1   YES   ...(A612 X Y)
2   NO   ...(A615 CHECK X Y)
-1   RF   ...(A615 CHECK X Y)
-2   DK   ...(A615 CHECK X Y)

A612 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [she/he][[loop_y]] currently attending or enrolled in attended or enrolled in [school][[loop_y]]?

1   YES   ...(A613 X Y)
2   NO   ...(A613 X Y)
-1   RF   ...(A613 X Y)
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A613_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What grade of [school] if any, [is or did][[loop_y]] [child's first name][[loop_y]] [attending or attended][[loop_y]]?

90 NURSERY/PRESCHOOL ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
1 1ST GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
3 3RD GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
5 5TH GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
7 7TH GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
9 9TH GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
11 11TH GRADE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
13 1ST YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
15 3RD YEAR IN COLLEGE ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
17 GRADUATE SCHOOL ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)

A614_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 5]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) If [child's first name][[loop_y]] were in a graded class, what grade would [she/he][[loop_y]] be enrolled in?

__________________ (2 digits) ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A615_CHECK_X_Y)

A615_CHECK_X_Y CHK: INFORMATION ON EDUCATION SITUATION EXISTS [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 12]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_MISSING_EDU: NO R1 EDUCATION INFORMATION][[loop_y]] = 0 or [MEGA2_INSCHOOLEVER: EVER IN SCHOOL?][[loop_y]] = 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A615_X_Y)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
A615 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) [Has this child received any diplomas, degrees, or certificates in the time since Month and Year, R1]?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

1 YES ...(A616_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)

A616 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What was this degree, diploma or certificate?

___________ (90 Characters) ...(A617_X_Y)
-1 RF . ...(A617_X_Y)
-2 DK . ...(A617_X_Y)

A617 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what country did [child's first name][loop_y] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A617OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A619_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A619_CHECK_X_Y)

A617OS X Y [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY__________ (80 Characters) ...(A619_CHECK_X_Y)
A619_CHECK_X_Y CHK: NEED EDUCATION INFO? [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_MISSING_EDU: NO R1 EDUCATION INFORMATION][loop_y]

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A619_X_Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A620_CHECK_X_Y)

A619_X_Y (A619_X_Y_Y, year)

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what year did [child's first name][loop_y] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

__________(YEAR) 1890 to [Date of Interview] ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A620_CHECK_X_Y)

A620_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS CHILD OLD ENOUGH TO WORK>15? [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y= 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF CHILD][loop_y] is greater than or equal to 16

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A621_X_Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A676_CHECK_X_Y)

A621_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y= 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [she/he][loop_y] currently employed?

1 YES ...(A624_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)
A624_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y= 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is ["his or her"][loop_y) main occupation?

__________ (80 Characters) ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A625_CHECK_X_Y)

A625_CHECK_X_Y CHK: R1 CHILD MARRIED OR SEPARATE?
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y= 1 to 30]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD][loop_y) = 1 (married) or [MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD][loop_y) = 3 (separated)

1   CONDITION APPLIES…(A627_X_Y)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A626_CHECK_X_Y)

A626_CHECK_X_Y CHK: WHAT WAS CHILD'S MARITAL STATUS?
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 21]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

[MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD][loop_y)]]

1   Married  ...(A629_X_Y)
2   Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ...(A628_X_Y)
3   Separated  ...(A629_X_Y)
4   Divorced  ...(A629_X_Y)
5   Widowed  ...(A629_X_Y)
6   Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ...(A629_X_Y)
-1   RF  ...(A629_X_Y)
-2   DK  ...(A629_X_Y)
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**A627 X Y**: Range X = 1 to 3, Range Y = 1 to 21

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) When we last spoke, [child's first name][loop_y] was married. Is [she/he][loop_y] still married to the same spouse?

1. YES ...(A630 X Y)
2. NO ...(A629 X Y)
3. RF ...(A629 X Y)
4. DK ...(A629 X Y)

**A628 X Y**: Range X = 1 to 3, Range Y = 1 to 20

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) When we last spoke, [child's first name][loop_y] was living with someone in a marriage-like relationship but not married. Is [she/he][loop_y] still with that same partner?

1. YES ...(A649 X Y)
2. NO ...(A629 X Y)
3. YES, BUT NOW MARRIED ...(A630 X Y)
4. RF ...(A629 X Y)
5. DK ...(A629 X Y)

**A629 X Y**: Range = 1 to 3, Range Y = 1 to 30

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is ["his or her"][loop_y] marital status?

1. Married ...(A630 X Y)
2. Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ...(A649 X Y)
3. Separated ...(A649 X Y)
4. Divorced ...(A649 X Y)
5. Widowed ...(A649 X Y)
6. Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ...(A649 X Y)
7. RF ...(A649 X Y)
8. DK ...(A649 X Y)

**A630 X Y**: CHILD'S SPOUSE FROM THE ROSTER

[RANGE = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

(MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CHILD'S SPOUSE FROM THE ROSTER OR SELECT PERSON NOT LISTED

1. ...(A630A X Y)
2. …(2 DIGITS) 2-61 ...(A630_CHECK X Y)
3. DK ...(A630A X Y)
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A630A_X_Y [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Could you please give me [child's first name][loop_y]'s spouse's name beginning with "his or her" [loop_y]) family name?
FAMILY NAME:____________ (40 Characters) ...(A630B_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A630B_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A630B_X_Y)

A630B_X_Y [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is [child's first name][loop_y])'s spouse's given or first name?
FIRST NAME:____________ (80 Characters) ...(A630C_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A630C_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A630C_X_Y)

A630C_X_Y (A630C_X_Y_, year) [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Can you give me [name of child's spouse][loop_y])'s year of birth?
_________(YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ...(A630_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A630_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A630_CHECK_X_Y)

A630_CHECK_X_Y CHK: DOES CHILD HAVE A NEW SPOUSE?
[RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

(([[A627][loop_x]:[loop_y]]=2 (not married to same spouse) and [MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD][loop_y])=1 (married) or [A628][loop_x]:[loop_y])=3 (yes, but now married)) or (([[A627][loop_x]:[loop_y]]=Missing) and [MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD][loop_y])=1 (married))
1. CONDITION APPLIES ... (A631_X_Y)

2. CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (A645_CHECK_X_Y)

A631_X_Y [RANGE X=1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what country was [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A633_BIOX_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A631OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A633_BIOX_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A633_BIOX_Y)
-1 RF ...(A633_BIOX_Y)
-2 DK ...(A633_BIOX_Y)

A631OS_X_Y

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A633_BIOX_Y)

A633_BIOX_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 28, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is [name of child’s spouse][[loop_x]]’s country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

COMMENT: Created Variable

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A633_ADOX_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A633OS_BIOX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A633_ADOX_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A633_ADOX_Y)
-1 RF ...(A633_ADOX_Y)
-2 DK ...(A633_ADOX_Y)

A633OS_BIOX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 11, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A633_ADOX_Y)
A633_ADOX_Y [RANGE = 1 to 4, RANGE Y = 1]

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA}(CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN)  What is [name of child’s spouse](loop_x)’s country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

COMMENT: Created Variable

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A633_STEPX_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A633OS_ADOX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A633_STEPX_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A633_STEPX_Y)
-1 RF ...(A633_STEPX_Y)
-2 DK ...(A633_STEPX_Y)

A633OS_ADOX_Y

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A633_STEPX_Y)

A633_STEPX_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 16, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN)  What is [name of child’s spouse](loop_x)’s country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

COMMENT: Created Variable

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A633_CHECK_US_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A633OS_STEPX_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A633_CHECK_US_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A633_CHECK_US_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A633_CHECK_US_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A633_CHECK_US_X_Y)
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A633OS_STEPX_Y
X=# of child, Y=# country of citizenship
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA}{CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (30 Characters) ...(A635_X_Y)

A633_CHECK_US_X_Y CHK: ROSTER MEMBER US CITIZEN?
[RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)
( [A633([loop_x],[loop_y])]= [UNITED STATES]) ?

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A639_X_Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A635_X_Y)

A635_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 26]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1 YES ...(A639_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A639_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A639_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A639_X_Y)

A639_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} (CP) W/R1 CHILD(REN) How many years of schooling has [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] completed?

0 ...(A644A_X_Y)

(2 digits) ...(A640_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A640_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A640_X_Y)
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**A640_X_Y** [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)  Has [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

1   YES   ...(A641_X_Y)
2   NO   ...(A644A_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A644A_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A644A_X_Y)

**A641_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)  What was [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]]’s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

________________________ (80 Characters) ...(A642_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A642_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A642_X_Y)

**A642_X_Y** [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 26]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)  In what country did [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST]  ...(A644_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY  ...(A642OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED  ...(A644_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY  ...(A644_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A644_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A644_X_Y)

**A642OS_X_Y**

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)  OTHER SPECIFY ____________...(A644_X_Y)
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A644_X_Y (A644_X_Y_Y, year) [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 26]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what year did [name of child’s spouse][ loop_y] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_________(YEAR) 1900 to [Date of Interview] ...(A644A_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A644A_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A644A_X_Y)

A644A_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [name of child’s spouse][[loop_y]] currently employed?

1 YES ...(A644B_X_Y)
2 NO ...(A649_X_Y)

A644B_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 28]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What is “his or her”[[loop_y]] main occupation?

____________ (80 Characters) ...(A649_X_Y)

-1 RF ...(A649_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A649_X_Y)

A645_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS R1 CHILD US CITIZEN AND NOT MARRIED TO R1 SPOUSE? [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 21]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

((MEGA2_USCIT: US CITIZEN?[loop_y])=1) and
((MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD)[loop_y]=1) or
((MEGA2_MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS OF CHILD)[loop_y]=Missing) or
((([A627][loop_x]:[loop_y])=3) or
((A628)[loop_x]:[loop_y])=1))

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A649_X_Y)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A646_X_Y)
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A646_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 21]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [Child's Spouse's Name][loop_y]) a US citizen?

1   YES  ...(A649_X_Y)
2   NO    ...(A647_X_Y)
-1  RF    ...(A647_X_Y)
-2  DK    ...(A647_X_Y)

A647_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 21]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [name of child's spouse][loop_y]) a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1   YES  ...(A649_X_Y)
2   NO    ...(A649_X_Y)
-1  RF    ...(A649_X_Y)
-2  DK    ...(A649_X_Y)

A649_X_Y [RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) How many children, if any, does [child's first name][loop_y]) have?

_________ (2 digits) ...(A676_CHECK_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A676_CHECK_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A676_CHECK_X_Y)

A676_CHECK_X_Y CHK: IS R1 CHILD A US CITIZEN?
[RANGE X= 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 26]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

{MEGA2_USCIT: US CITIZEN?}[loop_y])

1   CONDITION APPLIES ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY .....(A677_X_Y)
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A677_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 30]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Has [child’s first name][loop_y] become a U.S. citizen?

1   YES   ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
2   NO    ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
-1  RF    ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)
-2  DK    ...(A653_ALL_CK_X)

A653_ALL_CK_X CHK: WERE THERE ANY CHILDREN 18 OR OLDER?
[RANGE X=1 to 3]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

{MEGA2_AGE: AGE OF CHILD?}[loop_x] > 0

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A653_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A679_CHECK_USCIT)

A653_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} "Since we last spoke in Month and Year, R1, have any of your children been enrolled in or gone to school?"

1   YES   ...(A655_X_Y)
2   NO    ...(A659_X)
-1  RF    ...(A659_X)
-2  DK    ...(A659_X)

A655_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 11]
X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Is [child’s first name][loop_y] currently attending or enrolled in school or college?

1   YES   ...(A656_X_Y)
2   NO    ...(A656_X_Y)
-1  RF    ...(A656_X_Y)
-2  DK    ...(A656_X_Y)
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A656 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 11]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What grade of school or college, if any, [is/did child's name attending/attended ([loop_y])]

1 1st GRADE ... (A659 X)
2 2nd GRADE ... (A659 X)
3 3rd GRADE ... (A659 X)
4 4th GRADE ... (A659 X)
5 5th GRADE ... (A659 X)
6 6th GRADE ... (A659 X)
7 7th GRADE ... (A659 X)
8 8th GRADE ... (A659 X)
9 9th GRADE ... (A659 X)
10 10th GRADE ... (A659 X)
11 11th GRADE ... (A659 X)
12 12th GRADE ... (A659 X)
13 1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ... (A659 X)
14 2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ... (A659 X)
15 1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ... (A659 X)
16 2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ... (A659 X)
17 3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ... (A659 X)
18 4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE ... (A659 X)
19 MASTER'S PROGRAM ... (A657A X Y)
20 DOCTORAL PROGRAM ... (A657A X Y)
21 PROFESSIONAL DEGREE ... (A657A X Y)
97 OTHER SPECIFY ... (A656OS X Y)
-1 RF ... (A659 X)
-2 DK ... (A659 X)

A656OS X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 9]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY ________________ (80 characters) ... (A657A X Y)

A657A X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 9]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What year of this program is [she/he] ([loop_y]) in?

____________ (2 digits) .... (A659 X)
-1 RF .... (A659 X)
-2 DK .... (A659 X)

A659 X [RANGE X = 1 to 3]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step)

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) "Since we last spoke in Month and Year, R1 have any of your children received any diplomas, degrees, or certificates?"
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A660 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 9]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

( MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What was this degree, diploma or certificate that [child's first name] ([loop_y]) received?

__________ (80 Characters) ...(A661 X Y)
-1 RF ...(A661 X Y)
-2 DK ...(A661 X Y)

A661 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 9]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

( MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what country did [child's first name] ([loop_y]) receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[ COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A665 X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A661OS X Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A665 X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A665 X)
-1 RF ...(A665 X)
-2 DK ...(A665 X)

A661OS X Y [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 5]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

( MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(A665 X)

A665 X [RANGE X = 1 to 3]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

( MA) {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) [Aside from anything you have already mentioned, have any of your children received any type of trade or vocational training since we last spoke in Month and Year, R1]?

1 YES ...(A667 X Y)
2 NO ...(A679 CHECK USCIT)
-1 RF ...(A679 CHECK USCIT)
-2 DK ...(A679 CHECK USCIT)
A667_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What type of training did [child's first name][[loop_y]], receive?

(80 Characters) ...(A668_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A668_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A668_X_Y)

A668_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) Has [child's first name][[loop_y]] received a degree, diploma or certificate as a result of that training?

1   YES   ...(A669_X_Y)
2   NO   ...(A673_X_Y)
-1   RF   ...(A673_X_Y)
-2   DK   ...(A673_X_Y)

A669_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 6]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) What degree, diploma or certificate is that?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE.

(80 Characters) ...(A670_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A670_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A670_X_Y)

A670_X_Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 6]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN) In what country did [child's first name][[loop_y]] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A673_X_Y)
218 United States ...(A673_X_Y)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A670OS_X_Y)
999 DECEASED ...(A673_X_Y)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A673_X_Y)
-1 RF ...(A673_X_Y)
-2 DK ...(A673_X_Y)
A6700S X Y [RANGE X = 1, RANGE Y = 1 to 3]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A673_X_Y)

A673 X Y [RANGE X = 1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 8]

X=1 (bio), X=2 (adopted), X=3 (step), Y=# of child

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)  Is [child's first name][[loop_y]] currently enrolled in a vocational training program?

1   YES   ...(A679_CHECK_USCIT)
2   NO    ...(A679_CHECK_USCIT)
-1  RF    ...(A679_CHECK_USCIT)
-2  DK    ...(A679_CHECK_USCIT)

A679_CHECK_USCIT CHK: IS R1 CHILD A US CITIZEN

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

COUNT LINES WHERE [MEGA2_USCIT: CHILD A US CITIZEN?=1 AND [MEGA2_INMEGA: CHILD IN R1 MEGA ROSTER]=1

AND [MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT] = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 55, 83, 85

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A900_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A679)

A679

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)Are any of your children legal permanent residents?

1   YES   ...(A.679 ISSELECTED X)
2   NO    ...(A900_CHECK)
-1  RF    ...(A900_CHECK)
-2  DK    ...(A900_CHECK)

A.679 ISSELECTED X LOOP # SELECTED AS LPR [RANGE X=1 to 18]

{MA} {CP} W/R1 CHILD(REN)

([A679A] ([loop_x]}))

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (A900_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (A900_CHECK)
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RESPONDENT'S SIBLINGS

**A900 CHECK** CHK: MARRIED AND SPOUSE IS US CITIZEN

{MA} {CP}

{MARITAL_STATUS} = 1) and (R1 K11: TYPE OF VISA IS SPOUSE OF US CITIZEN)

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A900A_CHECK)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A910_CHECK)

**A900A_CHECK** CHK: NUMBER OF SIBLINGS REPORTED IN R1

[R1 A650: NUMBER OF SIBLINGS REPORTED IN R1]

0 …(A910_CHECK)

1+ …(A901A_CHECK)

**A901A_CHECK** CHK: NUMBER OF SIBLINGS REPORTED IN R1

{MA} {CP}

[R1 A650: NUMBER OF SIBLINGS REPORTED IN R1]

0 …(A910_CHECK)

1+ …(A903 X)

-1 RF …(A900)

-2 DK …(A900)

**A900**

{MA} {CP} Now I would like to ask you some questions about your brothers and sisters. By this I mean your biological brothers and sisters, your half brothers and sisters, your step brothers and sisters, and your adoptive brothers and sisters.

How many brothers and sisters do you have in total?

____________ (2 digits) …(A903_X)

-1 RF …(A903_X)

-2 DK …(A903_X)

**A903_X** [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} "Could you please give me your next brother or sister's name starting with his or her family name?"

["Your [relationship"]][loop_x]
FAMILY NAME: ____________ (40 Characters) ...(A904_X)

-1 RF ...(A904_X)
-2 DK ...(A904_X)

A904_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} What is this brother or sister's given or first name?

FIRST NAME: ____________ (40 Characters) ...(A905_X)

-1 RF ...(A905_X)
-2 DK ...(A905_X)

A905_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} What is his or her relationship to you?

11   FULL BROTHER    ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
88   HALF BROTHER    ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
79   STEP BROTHER    ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
12   FULL SISTER     ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
89   HALF SISTER     ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
78   STEP SISTER     ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
90   ADOPTED BROTHER ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
91   ADOPTED SISTER  ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
-1   RF              ...(A906A_CHECK_X)
-2   DK              ...(A906A_CHECK_X)

A906A_CHECK_X CHK: SIBLING HOUSEHOLD STATUS [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP}

{MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF SIBLING IN R2}([[loop_x]])

0 NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A906_X)
1 CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A908_X)

A906_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} In what country does [sibling's first name][sibling's last name][[loop_x]] live?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A908_X)
997   OTHER SPECIFY    ...(A906OS_X)
999   DECEASED         ...(A908_X)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A908_X)
-1   RF                ...(A908_X)
-2   DK                ...(A908_X)

A906OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 13]
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OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) …(A908_X)

A908_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} How many years of schooling in total has \([\text{sibling's first name}]\) \([\text{sibling's last name}]\) completed?

INTERVIEWER: ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE.

_________ (2 digits) …(A909_X)
-1 RF ...(A909_X)
-2 DK ...(A909_X)

A909_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP} Is \([\text{sibling's first name}]\) \([\text{sibling's last name}]\) a U.S. citizen or legal permanent resident of the United States?

1   US CITIZEN   ...(A910_CHK_X)
2   LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENT   ...(A910_CHK_X)
3   NO, NEITHER   ...(A910_CHK_X)
-1   RF   ...(A910_CHK_X)
-2   DK   ...(A910_CHK_X)

A910_CHK_X CHK: ARE THERE MORE SIBLINGS THAN IN THE ROSTER? [RANGE X=1 to 20]

{MA} {CP}

\([\text{loop}_x]\) is greater than or equal to \([\text{INITIALMEGA2COUNTSIBS}:\text{Number of Siblings from R1}]\)

1   CONDITION APPLIES…(A910_ADD_MORE_SIBS_X)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A910_CHECK)

A910_ADD_MORE_SIBS_X [RANGE X=1 to 20]

(MA) (CP) Do you have any more brothers or sisters?

1   YES…(A910_CHECK)
2   NO …(A910_CHECK)
-1    RF…(A910_CHECK)
-2    DK…(A910_CHECK)

RESPONDENT’S PARENTS

A910_CHECK CHK: NEW RESPONDENT?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC}{NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE: NAMC OR NEWCP]

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A1806_X)
New Immigrant Survey  
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2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A910_CNT_ROSTER_RPARENTS)

A910_CNT_ROSTER_RPARENTS CHK: RESPONDENT'S NUMBER OF PARENTS

{MA} {CP}

Number of ((MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=13 (FATHER)) + ((MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=14 (MOTHER))

0 Parents…(A930_CHECK)
1+ Parents …(A910_ASK_LIVING_PARENTS)

A910_ASK_LIVING_PARENTS CHK: RESPONDENT HAS NO LIVING PARENTS LISTED

{MA} {CP}

[Number of parents on MEGA2 ROSTER] = 0 or [Number of living parent's on MEGA2 ROSTER] = 0

1 CONDITION APPLIES …(A930_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY …(A910_IS_PARENT_ALIVE_X)

A910_IS_PARENT_ALIVE_X CHK: PARENT DEAD? [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS1: HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R1][[loop_x]] = 99 (deceased) and
[MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2][[loop_x]]= 99 (deceased)

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A924_CHECK_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A910_X)

A910_X

{MA} {CP} Now I would like to ask you some questions about ["your mother or father"]. …(A911_CHECK_X)

A911_CHECK_X CHK: WHAT IS THE ROUND 2 HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF PARENT? [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS2: PARENT'S HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN ROUND 2][[loop_x])

0 NOT A CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER …(A912_CHECK_X)
1 CURRENT HH MEMBER … …(A919_CHECK_X)
2 PREV HH MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE …(A912_CHECK_X)
3 DENIES LIVING WITH PERSON LAST ROUND …(A912_CHECK_X)
99 DECEASED …(A941_P_X)
A912_CHECK_X CHK: WHAT IS THE R1 HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF PARENT? [RANGE X = 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS1: PARENT’S HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R1] (loop_x)

0 NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A913_X)
1 CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A916_X)
99 DECEASED ...(A913_X)

A913_X [RANGE X = 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Has [your mom/dad] moved since we last spoke with you in [Month and Year, R1]?

1 YES ...(A916_X)
2 NO ...(A919_CHECK_X)
7 DECEASED ...(A919_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A916_X)
-2 DK ...(A916_X)

A916_X [RANGE X = 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What country is [your mom/dad] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A919_CHECK_X)
218 United States ...(A918_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A916OS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A941_P_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A919_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A919_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A919_CHECK_X)

A916OS_X

{MA} {CP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A919_CHECK_X)

A918_X [RANGE X = 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What state is [your mom/dad] living in?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A919_CHECK_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A918OS_X)
-1 RF ...(A919_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A919_CHECK_X)
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A918OS_X

{MA} {CP}

OTHER SPECIFY ___________________(40 Characters) ...(A919_CHECK_X)

A919_CHECK_X CHK: IS PARENT A US CITIZEN? [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_USCIT: PARENT A US CITIZEN?][[loop_x]]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(A924_CHECK_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A920_X)

A920_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Is [your mom/dad] a U.S. citizen?

1 YES ...(A924_CHECK_X)
2 NO ...(A921_X)
-1 RF ...(A921_X)
-2 DK ...(A921_X)

A921_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Is [your mom/dad] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1 YES ...(A924_CHECK_X)
2 NO ...(A924_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A924_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A924_CHECK_X)

A941_P_X (A941_P_X_Y, year) [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} In what year did [your mom/dad] die?

________(YEAR) [Date of subject's last interview] to [Date of Interview] ...(A924_CHECK_X)

-1 RF ...(A924_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A924_CHECK_X)
A924_CHECK_X CHK: IS PARENT EDUCATION INFORMATION MISSING? [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_DEGREE: R1 EDUCATION DATA IS MISSING][loop_x] = ''

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A925_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A930_CHECK)

A925_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} (Now I would like to ask you some questions about [your mom/dad].)

[Has][your mom/dad] [received] any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

  1   YES   ...(A926_X)
  2   NO   ...(A930_CHECK)
  -1   RF   ...(A926_X)
  -2   DK   ...(A930_CHECK)

A926_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What was [your mom/dad]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

___________________________ (80 Characters) ...(A927_X)

  -1 RF ...(A927_X)
  -2 DK ...(A927_X)

A927_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} In what country did [your mom/dad] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

  [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A929_X)
  997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A927OS_X)
  999   DECEASED   ...(A929_X)
  995   NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A929_X)
  -1   RF   ...(A929_X)
  -2   DK   ...(A929_X)

A927OS_X

{MA} {CP}

OTHER SPECIFY________________ (80 Characters) ...(A929_X)
A929_X (A929_X_Y, year) [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

In what year did [your mom/dad] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_________(YEAR) [Parent's date of birth]) to [Date of Interview] ...(A930_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(A930_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A930_CHECK)

A930_CHECK CHK: MARITAL STATUS

{MA} {CP}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1   MARRIED   ...(A930 IS PARENT ALIVE_X)
2   LIVING TOGETHER IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS
      BEST)
3   SEPARATED   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
4   DIVORCED   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
5   WIDOWED   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
6   NEVER MARRIED, NOT LIVING WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE
      RELATIONSHIP   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-1   RF   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-2   DK   ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)

A930 IS PARENT ALIVE_X CHK: IS SPOUSE’S PARENT DEAD?
[RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS1: Spouse’s parent’s household status in R1](loop_x) = 99 (deceased) or
[MEGA2_STATUS2: Spouse’s parent’s household status in R2](loop_x) = 99 (deceased)

1 CONDITION APPLIES … (A941_CHECK_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A930_X)

A930_X

{MA} {CP} Now I would like to ask you some questions about ["the mother or father of your spouse"].

...(A931_CHECK_X)
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**A931_CHECK_X** CHK: SPOUSE’S PARENT(S) ROUND 2 HOUSEHOLD STATUS [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS2: Spouse’s parent’s household status in R2][[loop_x]]

0  NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A932_CHECK_X)
1  CURRENT HH MEMBER   ...(A939_CHECK_X)
2  PREVIOUS HH MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE ...(A932_CHECK_X)

**A932_CHECK_X** CHK: SPOUSE’S PARENT(S) ROUND 1 HOUSEHOLD STATUS [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_STATUS1: Spouse’s parent’s household status in R1][[loop_x]]

0  NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER  ...(A936_X)
1  CURRENT HH MEMBER   ...(A933_X)

**A933_X** [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Has [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] moved since we last spoke with you in [Month and Year, R1]?

1   YES   ...(A936_X)
2   NO   ...(A939_CHECK_X)
7   DECEASED   ...(A941_CHECK_X)
-1   RF   ...(A936_X)
-2   DK   ...(A936_X)

**A936_X** [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What country is [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A939_CHECK_X)

218   United States   ...(A938_X)
997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A936OS_X)
999   DECEASED   ...(A941_CHECK_X)
995   NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A939_CHECK_X)
-1   RF   ...(A939_CHECK_X)
-2   DK   ...(A939_CHECK_X)

**A936OS_X** [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A939_CHECK_X)
A938_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What state is [your spouse’s mother or your spouse’s father] living in?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A939_CHECK_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A938OS_X)
-1 RF ...(A939_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A939_CHECK_X)

A938OS_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} What state is [your spouse’s mother or your spouse’s father] living in?

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (30 Characters) ...(A939_CHECK_X)

A939_CHECK_X CHK: SPOUSE’S PARENT US CITIZEN? [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

[MEGA2_USCIT: SPOUSE’S PARENT A US CITIZEN?]([loop_x])

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A940_X)

A940_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Is [your spouse’s mother or father] a U.S. citizen?

1 YES ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
2 NO ...(A940B_X)
-1 RF ...(A940B_X)
-2 DK ...(A940B_X)

A940B_X [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} Is [your spouse’s mother or father] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1 YES ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
2 NO ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-1 RF ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-2 DK ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
A941_CHECK_X CHK: SPOUSE PARENT DEAD SINCE ROUND 1?
[RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP}

{MEGA2_STATUS1: Spouse’s parent’s household status in R1}[[loop_x]] does not equal 99 (deceased) and {Spouse’s parent’s household status in R2}[[loop_x]] = 99 (deceased)

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A941_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)

A941_X (A941_X_ Y.year) [RANGE X =1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} In what year did [your spouse's mother or father] die?

_________(YEAR) [Date of subject's last interview] to [Date of Interview] …(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)

-1 RF …(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-2 DK …(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)

NEW SAMPLE TYPE

A1806_X (A1806_X_ Y.year) [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Now I would like to ask you some questions about [your mother/father].

In what year was [your mom / dad] born?

_________(YEAR) 1850 to [Date of Interview] …(A1808_X)

-1 RF …(A1808_X)
-2 DK …(A1808_X)

A1808_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} In what country was [your mom / dad] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY …(A1808OS_X)
999 DECEASED …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
-1 RF …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
-2 DK …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)

A1808OS_X

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) …(A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
A1811_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X CHK: NEW PARENT IN HOUSEHOLD [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

{MEGA2_STATUS2: NEW PARENT’S HOUSEHOLD STATUS}([loop_x])

0  NOT A CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER …(A1811_X)
1  CURRENT HH MEMBER…(A1813_CHECK_X)

A1811_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} (NAMC) Is [your mom /dad] still alive?

1   YES   ... (A1813_CHECK_X)
2   NO    ...(A1812_X)
-1  RF    ...(A1813_CHECK_X)
-2  DK    ...(A1813_CHECK_X)

A1812_X (A1812_X_Y, year) [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} (NAMC) In what year did [your mom/dad] die?

_________(YEAR) [parent’s year of birth]([loop_x]) to [Date of Interview] …(A1818_X)

-1 RF  …(A1818_X)
-2 DK  …(A1818_X)

A1813_CHECK_X CHK: DOES PARENT LIVE IN HOUSEHOLD? [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} (NAMC)

{MEGA2_STATUS2}=1 (Household Status of New Parent in Household in R2) ([loop_x]) = 1 and ([loop_x] = 1 or [loop_x] = 2)

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A1818_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A1813_X)

A1813_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} (NAMC) Does [your mom / dad] currently live with you in this household, live in a separate household, or what?

1   IN THIS HOUSEHOLD   ...(A1818_X)
2   IN SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD   ...(A1815_X)
997  OTHER SPECIFY   ...(A1813OS_X)
-1  RF   ...(A1815_X)
-2  DK   ...(A1815_X)
A1813OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY__________(80 Characters) ...(A1815_X)

A1815_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What country is [your mom /dad] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1818_X)
218 United States ...(A1817_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A1815OS_X)
999 DECEASED ...(A1818_X)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A1818_X)
-1 RF ...(A1818_X)
-2 DK ...(A1818_X)

A1815OS_X

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY__________(80 Characters) ...(A1818_X)

A1817_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What state is [your mom/dad] living in?

[STATES PICK LIST] ...(A1818_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A1817OS_X)
-1 RF ...(A1818_X)
-2 DK ...(A1818_X)

A1817OS_X

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY___________(30 Characters) ...(A1818_X)

A1818_X [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} How many years [did/has] [your mom/ dad] [spend/spent] in the United States?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER '0' FOR NONE OR '995' FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE.

0 ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)

____________ (3 digits) ...(A1808_USCK_X)

995 ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)
A1808_USCK_X CHK: PARENT COUNTRY OF BIRTH [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}
[A1808([loop_x])]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1820_X)
218  United States     ...(A1821_X)
997  OTHER SPECIFY     ...(A1820_X)
999  DECEASED           ...(A1820_X)
995  NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A1820_X)
-1   RF                   ...(A1820_X)
-2   DK                   ...(A1820_X)

A1820_X  (A1820_X_Y, year) [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} In what year did [your mom / dad] first enter the United States?

_________ (YEAR) [parent’s year of birth] ([loop_x]) to [Date of Interview] ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)
-1 RF   ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)
-2 DK   ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)

A1821_X  (A1821_X_Y, year) [RANGE X =1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} In what year did [your mom / dad] first reenter the United States after living abroad?

_________ (YEAR) [parent’s date of birth] ([loop_x]) to [Date of Interview] ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)
-1 RF   ...(A1822.ParentX_Y)
-2 DK   ...(A1822_PARENTX_Y)

A1822_PARENTX_Y [RANGE X =1 to 3, RANGE Y = 1 to 2]

X=# Parent, Y=# Country of Citizenship

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What [was/is] [first/second/third parent]’s (loop_x) country of citizenship?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1823_CHECK_X)
997  OTHER SPECIFY     ...(A1823OS_PARENTX_Y)
999  DECEASED           ...(A1823_CHECK_X)
995  NO OTHER COUNTRY   ...(A1823_CHECK_X)
-1   RF                   ...(A1823_CHECK_X)
-2   DK                   ...(A1823_CHECK_X)
A1822OS PARENTX_Y [RANGE X=1, RANGE Y=1]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(A1823_CHECK_X)

A1823_CHECK_X CHK: ROSTER MEMBER IS US CITIZEN [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

([A1822([loop_x)])]=[UNITED STATES])

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A1824_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A1823_CHECK2_X)

A1823_CHECK2_X CHK: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF NEW PARENT
[RANGE X=1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF PARENT IN R2][loop_x])

1  CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A1823_X)
2  PREV HH MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE ...(A1823_X)
99  DECEASED   ...(A1824_X)
997  OTHER  ...(A1823_X)

A1823_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Is [your mom / dad] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

1   YES   ...(A1824_X)
2   NO   ...(A1824_X)
-1  RF   ...(A1824_X)
-2  DK   ...(A1824_X)

A1824_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} How many years of schooling [Did/Has] [your mom / dad] complete?

0 ...(A1876_CHECK_X)
   (2 digits)... (A1825_X)
-1 RF ...(A1825_X)
-2 DK ...(A1825_X)
A1825_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} [Did/Has] [your mom / dad] [received] any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling?

INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.

  1   YES   ...(A1826_X)
  2   NO   ...(A1876_CHECK_X)
-1   RF   ...(A1826_X)
-2   DK   ...(A1876_CHECK_X)

A1826_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} What was [your mom / dad]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

____________ (80 Characters) …(A1827_X)

-1 RF ...(A1827_X)
-2 DK ...(A1827_X)

A1827_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} In what country did [your mom/dad] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

    [COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1829_X)
  997    OTHER SPECIFY    ...(A1827OS_X)
  999    DECEASED    ...(A1829_X)
  995    NO OTHER COUNTRY    ...(A1829_X)
-1   RF   ...(A1829_X)
-2   DK   ...(A1829_X)

A1827OS_X

(NEWCP) {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) …(A1829_X)

A1829_X (A1829_X_Y, year) [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} In what year did [your mom/dad] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

_________(YEAR) [parent date of birth][[loop_x]] to [Date of Interview] …(A1876_CHECK_X)

-1 RF ...(A1876_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A1876_CHECK_X)
A1876_CHECK_X CHK: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF PARENT [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC}

[MEGA2_STATUS2: HOUSEHOLD STATUS OF PARENT IN R2][[loop_x]]

1 CURRENT HH MEMBER ...(A1876_X)
2 PREV HH MEMBER, BUT NO LONGER HERE ...(A1876_X)
99 DECEASED ...(A1876CHECKLOOP_X)
997 OTHER ...(A1876_X)

A1876CHECKLOOP_X CHK: LOOP # FOR 1806 [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC}

[loop_x]

1 … (A1884_CHECK)
2 … (A1880_X)
3 … (A1884_CHECK)

A1876_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} Is [your mom / dad] currently employed?

1 YES ...(A1877_X)
2 NO ...(A1878_X)
-1 RF ...(A1878_X)
-2 DK ...(A1878_X)

A1877_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} What is [his/her] main occupation?

(80 Characters) ...(A1878_X)

-1 RF ...(A1878_X)
-2 DK ...(A1878_X)

A1878_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

(NEWCP) {NAMC} What is [his/her] marital status?

1 Married ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
2 Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
3 Separated ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
4 Divorced ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
**New Immigrant Survey**
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5   Widowed  ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
6   Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship  ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
-1   RF  ...(A1879_CHECK_X)
-2   DK  ...(A1879_CHECK_X)

---

**A1879_CHECK_X** CHK: LOOP # FOR 1806 [RANGE X=1 to 3]

\{NEWCP\} {NAMC}

[loop_x]

1   ...(A1884_CHECK)
2   ...(A1879A_CHECK_X)
3   ...(A1879A_CHECK_X)

---

**A1879A_CHECK_X** CHK: LOOP # FOR 1806  [RANGE X=1 to 3]

\{NEWCP\} {NAMC}

[loop_x]

1   ...(A1879B_CHECK_X)
2   ...(A1879B_CHECK_X)
3   ...(A1884_CHECK)

---

**A1879B_CHECK_X** CHK: MARITAL STATUS OF PARENT 1 AND 2

\{NEWCP\} {NAMC}

[Mega2_Marstat: Marital status of parent]=1 and [Mega2_Marstat: Marital status of parent]=2

1 CONDITION APPLIES  ...(A1879_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ...(A1880_X)

---

**A1879_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

\{NEWCP\} {NAMC} Are your parents currently living together?

1   YES  ...(A1879A_X)
2   NO   ...(A1879A_X)
-1   RF  ...(A1879A_X)
-2   DK  ...(A1879A_X)
A1879A_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Are your parents married to each other?

1 YES ...(A1880_X)
2 NO ...(A1880_X)
-1 RF ...(A1880_X)
-2 DK ...(A1880_X)

A1880_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Were you raised for a significant period of time by someone other than your biological or adoptive father or mother?

1 YES ...(A1880A_X)
2 NO ...(A1884_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A1884_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A1884_CHECK)

A1880A_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Is this someone you've already told me about?

1 YES ...(A1880B_X)
2 NO ...(A1881_X)
-1 RF ...(A1881_X)
-2 DK ...(A1880B_X)

A1880B_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Which person is that?

1 ... (A1881_X)
2-61 ... (A1884_CHECK)
-1 DK ... (A1881_X)
-2 RF ... (A1881_X)

A1881_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What was that person's relationship to you?

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] ...(A1883_AUTOCODE_X)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(A1881OS_X)
-1 RF ...(A1883_AUTOCODE_X)
-2 DK ...(A1883_AUTOCODE_X)

A1881OS_X

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A1883_AUTOCODE_X)
Section A - Demographics

A1883_AUTOCODE_X  CODE FOR GENDER IF KNOWN [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

If [MEGA2_RELATION: PERSON'S RELATION TO RESPONDENT][[loop_x]]=1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19, 21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 47, 58, 60, 68, 71, 73, 76, 79, 80) assign a 1 (male) ... (A1884_CHECK)

If [MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT][[loop_x]], 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 48, 57, 59, 69, 72, 74, 75, 78), 2, 3)) assign a 2 (female) ... (A1884_CHECK)

Else assign a 3 (not specified) ... (A1883_X)

A1883_X

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

INTERVIEWER ASK IF UNCLEAR: What is the sex of this person?

1   MALE   ...(A1884_CHECK)
2   FEMALE   ...(A1884_CHECK)
3   NEED GENDER   ...(A1884_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(A1884_CHECK)
-2   DK   ...(A1884_CHECK)

A1884_CHECK  CHK: MARITAL STATUS

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1 Married ...(A1885_X)
3 Separated ...(A1958)
5 Widowed ...(A1958)
6 Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ...(A1958)

A1885_X  (A1885_X_Y,year) [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Now I would like to ask you some questions about your "spouse's parents". I have his/her name as (father's/mother's) name[[loop_x]].

In what year was "your spouse's mother" or "your spouse's father" born?

_________ (YEAR) 1850 to [Date of Interview] ... (A1889_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)

-1 RF ... (A1889_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
-2 DK ... (A1889_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X)
Section A - Demographics

**A1889_SKIP_PARENT_IN_HH_X** CHK: SPOUSE'S PARENT'S HOUSEHOLD STATUS [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(NEWCP) (NAMC)

[Mega2_Status2: SPOUSE'S PARENT'S HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2][loop_x]

0  NOT A CURRENT HH MEMBER ... (A1889_X)
1  CURRENT HH MEMBER ... (A1889_X)
99 DECEASED  ...(A1956A_X)

**A1889_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(NEWCP) (NAMC) Is [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] still alive?

  1  YES  ...(A1956A_X)
  2  NO   ...(A1890_X)
  -1 RF ...(A1890_X)
  -2 DK ...(A1890_X)

**A1890_X**(A1890_X_ Y, year)

(NEWCP) (NAMC) In what year did [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] die?

_________ (YEAR) [Spouse's parent’s Date of birth][loop_x] to [Date of Interview] ...(A1956A_X)

  -1 RF ...(A1956A_X)
  -2 DK ...(A1956A_X)

**A1956A_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(NEWCP) (NAMC) Is [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] a U.S. citizen?

  1  YES  ...(A1956C_X)
  2  NO   ...(A1956B_X)
  -1 RF ...(A1956B_X)
  -2 DK ...(A1956B_X)

**A1956B_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

(NEWCP) (NAMC) Is [your spouse's mother or your spouse's father] a legal permanent resident of the United States?

  1  YES  ...(A1956C_X)
  2  NO   ...(A1956C_X)
  -1 RF ...(A1956C_X)
  -2 DK ...(A1956C_X)
A1956_C X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What is [his or her] marital status?

1. Married ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
2. Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
3. Separated ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
4. Divorced ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
5. Widowed ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
6. Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like Relationship ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
-1 RF ...(A1956_CHECK_X)
-2 DK ...(A1956_CHECK_X)

A1956_CHECK_X CHK: A1884 1ST LOOP? [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[loop_x]

1 ...(A1958)
2 ...(A1957A_CHECK_X)

A1957A_CHECK_X CHK: ARE SPOUSE’S PARENT’S MARRIED? [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MEGA2_MARSTAT: SPOUSE’S PARENT’S MARITAL STATUS](1)=1 and [MEGA2_MARSTAT: SPOUSE’S PARENT’S MARITAL STATUS](2)=1

1 CONDITION APPLIES  ... (A1957A_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ...(A1958)

A1957A_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Are your [spouse]’s parents married to each other?

1. YES  ...(A1958)
2. NO ...(A1958)
-1 RF ...(A1958)
-2 DK ...(A1958)

A1958

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Now I'd like to ask you some questions about when you were a child. Thinking about the time when you were 16 years old, compared with families in the country where you grew up, would you say your family income during that time was far below average, below average, average, above average, or far above average?

1. FAR BELOW AVERAGE  ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
2. BELOW AVERAGE  ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
3. AVERAGE  ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
4. ABOVE AVERAGE  ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
5. FAR ABOVE AVERAGE  ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
NEW IMMIGRANT SURVEY
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6  IT VARIED (VOL) ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
   -1 RF ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)
   -2 DK ...(A1958_COUNTROSTER_13)

A1958_COUNTROSTER_13 CHK: FATHER ON ROSTER?

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=13 (Father)

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A1959_CHECK)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A1959_CHECK)

A1959_CHECK CHK: A1959 FATHER DECEASED?

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

IF R2 PARENT STATUS IS NOT DECEASED OR IF PARENT'S YEAR OF DEATH HAPPENED AFTER AGE 16

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ...(A1959)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_14)

A1959

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What was your father's main occupation when you were age 16?

INTERVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did he do?

What activities did he do at work?

____________ (200 Characters) ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_14)
   -1 RF ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_14)
   -2 DK ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_14)

A1960_COUNTROSTER_14 CHK: MOTHER ON ROSTER?

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=14 (mother)

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(A1960_CHECK)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(A1960_CHECK)
A1960 CHECK CHK: A1960 MOTHER DECEASED?

NEWCP NAMC

If ([MEGA2_STATUS2: MOTHER'S HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2] does not equal 99 or
If (([MEGA2_STATUS2: MOTHER'S HOUSEHOLD STATUS IN R2]=99 and [A1812_X] > ([The respondent's year of birth: R1 A7, A8, A9] + 16))

1 CONDITION APPLIES …(A1960)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY …(A1880_CHK2)

A1960

NEWCP NAMC What was your mother's main occupation when you were age 16?

INTERVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did she do?

What activities did she do at work?

___________ (200 Characters) …(A1880_CHK2)

-1 RF ...(A1880_CHK2)
-2 DK ...(A1880_CHK2)

A1880_CHK2 CHK: A1880 RAISED BY OTHER THAN PARENTS?

NEWCP NAMC

[A1880_X: WAS RESPONDENT RAISED BY SOME OTHER THAN BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE PARENTS FOR A SIGNIFICANT PERIOD?]

1 YES ... (A1961)

2 NO ... (A1962)

A1961

NEWCP NAMC When you were age 16, what was the occupation of this other person who raised you?

INTERVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did this person do? What activities did [s/he] do at work?

___________ (200 Characters) ...(A1962)

-1 RF ...(A1962)
-2 DK ...(A1962)
A1962

{NEWCP} {NAMC} In what country did you live when you were about age 10?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1964)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A1962OS)
999 DECEASED ...(A1964)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A1964)
-1 RF ...(A1964)
-2 DK ...(A1964)

A1962OS

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(A1964)

A1964

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Were you living in a rural area when about age 10?

1 YES ...(A1965_CHECK)
2 NO ...(A1965_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(A1965_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(A1965_CHECK)

A1965_CHECK CHK: MARITAL STATUS

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1 Married (A1965)
3 Separated ... (NEXT SECTION)
5 Widowed ... (NEXT SECTION)
6 Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ... (NEXT SECTION)

A1965

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Thinking about the time when your [spouse] was 16 years old, compared with families in the country where [he or she] grew up, would you say [his/her] family income during that time was far below average, below average, average, above average, or far above average?

1 FAR BELOW AVERAGE ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
2 BELOW AVERAGE ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
3 AVERAGE ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
4 ABOVE AVERAGE ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
5 FAR ABOVE AVERAGE ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
6 IT VARIED (VOL) ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
-1 RF ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
-2 DK ...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_27)
A1960_COUNTROSTER_27 CHK: SPOUSE’S FATHER ON MEGA2?

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

([MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=27 (spouse’s father))

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A1966_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_28)

A1960_COUNTROSTER_28 CHK: SPOUSE’S MOTHER ON MEGA2?

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

([MEGA2_RELATION: RELATION TO RESPONDENT]=28 (spouse’s father))

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A1966_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A1968)

A1966_CHECK CHK: SPOUSE’S PARENT ALIVE WHEN SPOUSE WAS 16

{NEWCP} {NAMC}


1 CONDITION APPLIES...(A1966)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(A1960_COUNTROSTER_28)

A1966

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What was your [spouse]’s father’s main occupation when your [spouse] was age 16?

INTERVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did he do?

What activities did he do at work?

_________________________ (200 Characters) ...(A1967_CHECK)
                  -1 RF ...(A1967_CHECK)
                  -2 DK ...(A1967_CHECK)
A1967_CHECK CHK: A1967

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

([MEGA2_STATUS2](does not equal 99) or

( [MEGA2_STATUS2]=99  and  ([A1812_X] > ([SPOUSE DATE OF BIRTH][NUMBER OF MARRIAGES])+ 16)) )

1 CONDITION APPLIES…(A1967)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY…(A1968)

A1967

{NEWCP} {NAMC} What was your [spouse]'s mother's main occupation when your [spouse] was age 16?

INTERVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did she do?

What activities did she do at work?

____________ (200 Characters) …(A1968)
-1 RF …(A1968)
-2 DK …(A1968)

A1968

{NEWCP} {NAMC} In what country did your [spouse] live when [he or she] was about age 10?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(A1970)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(A1968OS)
999 DECEASED ...(A1970)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(A1970)
-1 RF ...(A1970)
-2 DK ...(A1970)

A1968OS

{NEWCP} {NAMC}

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) …(A1970)

A1970

{NEWCP} {NAMC} Was your [spouse] living in a rural area when [he or she] was about age 10?

1 YES ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
2 NO ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-1 RF ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
-2 DK ...(SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST)
SECTION A WHO KNOWS BEST

_A_WKB_INTTYPE INTTYPE_

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

{SAMPLE TYPE}

1  MAIN RESPONDENT ... (A_MARCODE_CK)
2  CHILD PROXY ... (A_MARCODE_CK)
3  R1 SPOUSE ... (NEXT SECTION)
4  NEW ADULT MAIN CHILD ... (A_MARCODE_CK)
5  NEW CHILD PROXY ... (A_MARCODE_CK)
6  NEW IN R2 SPOUSE ... (NEXT SECTION)

_A_MARCODE_CK CHK: MARITAL STATUS_

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1  Married ...(A_SP_18_IN_HOUSE)
2  Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ... (NEXT SECTION)
3  Separated ...(NEXT SECTION)
4  Divorced ...(NEXT SECTION)
5  Widowed ...(NEXT SECTION)
6  Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship ...(NEXT SECTION)

_A_SP_18_IN_HOUSE CHK: IS A SPOUSE OVER 18 LIVING WITH RESPONDENT?_

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

{MEGA2_AGE: Spouse’s Age}>=18 and {MEGA2_STATUS2: Spouse’s Household Status in R2 }=1

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(KNOWLEDGE_KIDS)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(NEXT SECTION)

KNOWLEDGE_KIDS CHK: R OR SPOUSE/PARTNER KNOWLEDGE OF KIDS

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

If (RESPONDENT’S GENDER)=1 (male) assign a 2 ...(KNOWLEDGE_FINANCE)
Else assign a 1 ...(KNOWLEDGE_FINANCE)
KNOWLEDGE FINANCE

Who is most knowledgeable about your household finances, you or your spouse?

1. RESPONDENT (KNOWLEDGE TRANSACTION)
2. SPOUSE (KNOWLEDGE TRANSACTION)

KNOWLEDGE TRANSACTION

Who is most knowledgeable about money given to or received from relatives, friends and others, you or your spouse?

1. RESPONDENT (NEXT SECTION)
2. SPOUSE (NEXT SECTION)